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B. & O. train leaving Mt Vernon at 9:10
a. m. connects with Lake Shore train ar
riving at Toledo at 2:05 p.m. and Detroit
at 6:20 p. in. and for other Michigan points
Bame day.
B. & O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at 9.10
a m arrives in Cleveland via Big Four at
12:45 p. m. leaving at 4 p m., arriving in
Mt. Vernon at 7:45 p. m. giving passengers
three hours for business and back same
day.
B AO train No It leaving Mt. Vernon
at 5:34 a. m. arriving in C »li mbus at 8:20 a.
m. Leaving CdumbusO p. m., nrriving
at Mt. Vernon 8:00 p m. thus giving pas
sengers all day in Columbus.
D B Martin,
Manager < f Passenger Traffic.
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stop. || meals.
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Whore no time is given trains do notstop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor <Ars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbns, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between ClevelandandClncinnati
or intermediate stations. South of Colnmbns.

Noa. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cara
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.

No- 27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and ean he occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p in. at the West end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 lias a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbns. This Sleeper arrives nt
Colnmbns nt2:15 n. m. and is set at the East end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 :00 a. m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South of
Alt. Vernon.
For any information address

J E. Hannfuan,
Ass’tCeti’i Pass. Agent,

Or,

C. F. DALY.

Gon’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland.Ohio
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LOUDON SILCOTT
For line carriage blacksmlthlng and

all

kinds of

Novelty work

machine repairing.
and

model work a

specialty.

KOBKKT BOWERS, horseshoer.

LOUDON SILCOTT,
No. 319 South Main Street.
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WEST BOUND.
STATIONS.

Twenty-One Feet Square
Foot Thick.

A goo I deal of local interest has cen
Fireworks now play an important
A vtry novel hospital lias been con
tered during the past few days upon the part in modern warfare, and inventive
structed for pmietits suffering from skin
• s* • J-T • g* •
- i X:
X- X: C-' SL' X-' SS-' C-' v* incidents attending the removal from minds nre turning to the further devel
di-eaees. In this ouilding every patient
the quarry to the docks of the Hallowell opment of the rockets of war. The par
is supplied wi'b a tub of water in place The Government of Spain having lost con revenue, eptailtd an unceasing deficit, granite company of the massive forty- achute light ball, a recent invention,has
trol of Cuba, and being unable to prot ct
of a bed, in which be lives, or dies, as the property or lives of resident American eke<l out ordinary current expenses ton rock which will enter into the con been used with g.xxl results by the Brit
the case may he. Life in a luh would citizens, or tp comply with its treaty obliga with borrowed money,” and “piled up struction of the Mackey mausoleum.
ish troops during the recent Indian bor
not strike ihe casual observer at first tions, we believe that the Government < f the public d> ht by $2(12,000,000 in time
At the present time the much-talked- der trouble, fhe tribesmen who are in
the
United
States
should
actively
use
its
in

Millie
thoughl as exbiliialing. Ye', so adapt
of peace.” Mr. McKinley has been in of block rests peacefully on the deck, revolt have been given to night attacks
fluence and good ofllces to restore peace
ed is humanity to its 'environment that AND GIVE INDEPENDENCE TO THE I office for nine months; he called an amidships, of the three-masted schooner
upon the English camps, and the sur
contentment and even a cheerful spirit ISLAND.—Republican platform on which | extra session ( f Congress in the first William II. Davenport.
How it was prise of troops marching at night. Dur
Absolutely Pure
is compatible with the tub dwelling. William McKinley was elected to the Presi month to pass an “urgent revenue hill;” removed from the street to the edge of ing the campaign of two years ago th
The tub occupunis are fed areoroii g to dency.
1
he
finds
that
bill
producing
smaller
reThe platform adopted by the Republican
the wharf is simple to relate, but noth use of bright rockets to illuminate the
a regimen, the tables consisiing of National Convention has received my care I ve tues and greater deficits than the ing but patient, systematic, persistent heavens during these attacks was at
boards laid across the tops of the tul s. ful consideration, and has iny unqualified measure his platform denounced ever toil accomplished the task. Near tl»e tended with such effective results that
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
— William McKinley's Sjieech of
The tub colony not only eat in tubs, but approval.
did; his Administration is living ou the hour of midnight, at mean high water the parachute light was naturally
Acceptance, June 29, IS'.ai.
they sleep in them as well. How this It is honestly due to Spain and to our proceeds of the bond issues his party the stone was rolled to the deck of the
The charge against Mel Brown,
suggested.
Springfield, whose victim, Lewis Smit
is done is an object bssonfor sufferers friendly relations with Spain that she condemned, and yet he has no better schooner.
This
suspended
light
was
the
inven

died from injuries received by being 1
from insomnia. The ubility to go to should be given a reasonable chance to suggesti on than to beg the people to give
This granite block is tremendous in tion of Colonel Boxer, R. A. It con with a cuspidore, was changed to mur
realize her expectations and to prove the
sleep in watt r may be acquired. The efficacy of the new order of things to which the new taiifl, like Spaniel) “reform,’’ size, but is extraordinary only in its
sists of two hemispheres of thin iron er.
novice, when be tiies it, is for several she stands irrevocably committed.—William more time. For the manifest evils of unique dimensions—21 feet square and
riveted together, holdiug another two,
There is a Class of People
nights a victim of wakefulness, but at McKinley’s Message to Congress, December the present currency confusion the only one foot in thickness.
AT 4*
one of which contains a calico para Who are injured by the use of cofle
ti, 1897.
last tired nature is the master, and the
The base of the John Wentworth chute, neatly packed up, and the other Recently there hts been placed in a
In commenting upon the above prom remtdies he ventures to propose are
bather succumbs, only to be suddenly
ises, the New York Journal gays: that national banks shall he permitted monument at Chicago was remarkable the burning composition. The shell is the grocery stores a new preparatio
startled out of his sleep as l.is bead
Eighleeti months ago the Republican to issue notes to the face value of the for size it being 18 feet square and 2 tired from a mortar straight up in the called GKAIN-0, made of pure grain
Hops over a little and the water bubbles
bonds they have deposited for circula feet thick, and weighing 55 tons, while air, and when it hursts, the calieo para
National Convention declared that Spain
that takes .the pl’ace of coffee. Th
into his mouth. The tub dwellers have
had lost control of Cuba, and that it tion, and that in the remote and hazy the shaft far the same monument was chute is released, and at the same mo most delicate stomach receives it witl
on
the
llvor
of
their
aqueous
habitations
--------------------- *
was the duty of our Government to exert future, when the revenues are “quite 4J feet square and 50 feet long, weighing ment the pyrotechnic mixture is fired. out distress, and but few can tell it fror.
a flexible wooden hit tice covered with
The light is charged to burn for 15 coffee. It does not cost over j as mucL
it influen e ac,lively to restore peace sufficient to pay all the expenses of the 65 tons. These stones were shipped to
blankets, and eupplitd with ilibber pil
minutes. A half dozen of these para- Children may drink it with great bene
and give independence Io the island. Government,” United States notes re Chicago with difficulty.
lows. On tins rests the weight of the
The shaft was loaded on two fiat cars chutes thrown into the air will give the fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package
Y« slerday (In- Pn-t-ident elected on that deemed in gold shall not he paid out
b< dy m t sustained by the water.
platform, to which he had petsonally except for gold. He urges economy,hut and sent through direct by rail. The brightness of day to a field a mile Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0.
pledged big fidelity, informed Congress he has not a word to cay of the awful base was placed in a vessel and sent by square.
At Springfield the Board ol Publit
that we otlght to give Spain a reasonable pension drain that is responsible for all the lakes and canals to the wed. An
our
financial
troubles,
and
which,
as
the
Affairs
have decided to raise the quaran
accideut
befell
the
shaft
while
en
route
ehance to realize her expectations of
FROM NEWARK.
tine on measles.
conquering the people to whose support Washington dispatches in yesterday’s aud nec< ssitated the cutting down of the
he was co omitted by every condsidern- Journal showed, is swollen by the mott dionument.
Scratch for Money.
Newark Opinion Sometimes Differs
tion of national, party and individual appalling fraud-; IIe<omplains of the
From
Ours
It
Coincides
iu
This
Case.
FRUIT
CURES.
Government’s lack of banking powers
A father's lot is to dig aud scratch
honor.
All the rural district tributary to for money, but yet he should not neg
to help itself over financial difficulties,
The apob gy offeird for this amazing and ignores his Postmaster-General’s re Special Properties of Different Kinds Newark and all the small towns and
villages for miles around the eity are lect his baby's health. Provide^Mfl
From u Medical View.
bretch of faith is that there is a new
commendation of postal savings banks
a ell known to Mr. F. Lisey, head of the baby with Dr. John W. Bull’s
Ministry in Spain, and that thia Minis
that would meet the entire difficulty.
large commission house of Lisey A Fink. Syrup when teething, aud avoid!
[Philadelphia Times.]
try
hag
undertaken
to.
mitigate
the
in

Farmers, small tradesmen and minor i
Here is a case of inherited blood taint
A celebrated physician divides fruit commission men all know him. A suffering. Mr. J. P. Meiner, Al
which resulted in what threatened to be human methods by which the war has
Danton, the French revolutionist, is
Mo., who has had some expej
a complete wreck of an innocent young been carried on heretofore, as well as to to have a street in Paris named after into five classes, each possessing a statement from such a source about
life. The most serious feature of being
with this remedy, pronounces
any
article
used
in
this
neighborhood
special
curative
value
—
the
acid,
the
introduce a scheme of home rule in him, in a locality replete with bloody
afflicted with a blood disease is the fact
differs altogether from statement made best medicine for babies he haj
sweet,
the
astringent,
the
oily
and
the
The thoroughfare begins
that innocent posterity must suffer. The Cuba under Spanish sovereignty. The memories.
by a resident in Atlantic City or some used in his family.” It costs
man or woman with the slightest taint President uniformly speaks of this near the house where Danton’s col mealy.
out of the way corner in the Union.
in the blood forces the undesirable leg Cabinet as “Spain.” Spain does thi«;
Cherries, strawberries, raspberries, “When a person “says Mr. Lisey,” is cents, but fathers should see th^
league, Marat,perished by Charlotte Coracy of impurity upon their children
gooseberries,
peaches, apples, lemons sorely troubled with pains in the Kid get Dr. John W. Bull's Babl
Spain
is
committed
Io
that;
Spain
has
day’s dagger. A little further on is the
whose veins flow with the impure inher
neys which refuse to yield to repeatedly
itance which handicaps them in the race changed her methods and her char home of Dr. Guillotin, and not a hun and oranges belong to the acid fruits
tried medical treatment and they are at
Eugene Quinn, of W. Lihl
of life.
and
have
great
merit.
Cherries,
how

acter.
dred yards beyond this is the spot on
last completely removed by the use ol was convicted of stealing a bi>1
No child who has a trace of bad blood
ever
are
prohibited
to
those
who
have
particular medicine, then that is the given four months in the Dayt
can be healthy or strong, and those pre
Of course, Mr. Kinley knows that the which the worthy doctor’s invention was
neuralgia of the stomach; strawberries remedy wnieh should receive the credit. house.
disposed to Scrofula are liable to a great Sagasta Ministry is not really Spain— tested on Danton’s neck.
deal of sickness, because their constitu
and raspberries are recommended to Chat was my case. I was distressed and
tions are weak and cannot withstand the that it is not ev< n a stable Spanish
According to the latest report tur those of bilious temperaments and de annoyed by a pain just accross my back
over the location of the kidneys. It
many dangers which beset the path of Government, resting on a friendly Parli
childhood. Medical statistics show that amentary majority. Sagasta’s title to quoise has been discovered in Nevada. nied to those in whom diabetes is eus- was rendered more acute whenever I
The largest of the stones thus far found auspected.
a majority of lung troubles result directly
was called on to stoop or lift any thing.
from Scrofula, so that a child afflicted office is the bullet of an assassin. The weighed G4 carats, other ranging from
Of
the sweet fruits the doctor says Treatment of different kinds had failed
/or Infants and Children.
with this disease is likely to fall a vic present Corlts is controlled by men
10 to 20 carats. The zone in which the plums prevent gout and articular rheu to afford me any relief and at last 1
tim to dreaded consumption.
elected as supporters of Canovae, and
stopped using medicine and went and The faotuiquoise is found is about half a mile matism. The grape is given the very got a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Mr. W. A. Clayton, of Addie, N. C.,
ilailo
•believes S.S.S. is the only blood remedy it is Sagasta’s announced intention to long. In this there has been no figur first place. He is an enthusiastic advo Their use proved effectual and my back (lgtiture
dissolve
it
as
soon
as
he
is
reassured
which can have any effect whatever
ing, which the exception of one large cate of what is known iu Europe as the has remained sound since I quit the
npon obstinate cases. He says :
about President McKinley’s message
“ My three-year-old boy had the worst
dike,
which is about 250 feet wide and grape cure, which provides that for sev treatment. I have as a natural result
and order new elections. How the new
no hesitation in allowing my name to
John Deibler shot himself in die
case of Scrofula I ever heard of.
shows clearly for 4500 feet. The largest eral days the patient eats nothing but be used in recommending them.” Just bowels
at Ashland. He cannot recover.
Cortes may feel about Cuban autonomy
and purest specimens are faund in this grapes, consuming from one to two such emphatic endorsement can he had Domestic troubles.
nobody can tell—it is pretty certain that
—•....... . ..
dike. The country rock is mica schist. pounds daily, a gradual increase to ten right here at home. Drop into any
the present one would have nothing to
drug store and ask the druggest what
Constipation is the cause of all sory
pounds.
After
a
few
days
of
this
diet
do v i h it.
his customers report to him. Doan’s of serious disorders of the bk
The tall Masonic Temple Building in
the appetite improves and an increased
The President furnishes the interest Chicago is slowly sinking. A fortune capacity to endure fatigue is noticed. Kidney Pills for sale by all dealers, price Strong cathartics are w’orse than u?
50 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., less. Burdock Blood Bitters is nature!
ing information that the trumpeted was spent to secure a fit m faundation The grape cure is especially suited to Buffalo, N. Y. sole agents for the U, S. own
remedy for troubles of this sort.
Spanish ‘ ri forms” in Cuba, far from far this great twenty-one story structure; persons who are anaemic, rheumatic Remember the name Doan’s and take
no other.
having any constitutional or legislative but it seems to have been a failure. The dyspeptic or consumptive.
Wyiiam Stephenson, aged 17,employ
ed in the iron works at Niles, was prob
sanction, are not e'en embodied in a building has commenced to settle, and
ably fataily injured by an explosion.
self-executing administrative decree. already at its roof it is 16 incites out of
How’s This I
FIGHT TO THE DEATH.
The jury in the case of Alonzo Nixon,i
The scheme of autonomy is formulated line. Excavations far the foundation
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
charged with
attempted criminal
in a decree "to become < fl» dive upon were made fully 30 feet down, and then ward far any case of Catarrh that can Bull Terrier and Wild Cat Rattle in
assault on Mrs. Isae West, returned
not
he
cured
by
Hall
’
s
Catarrh
Cure.
Wire-Screened
Pit.
piles
were
driven
into
the
ground
and
ratification
by
the
Corb
s
”
Thus,
to
--S>-verdict of assault and battery at
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
maintain despotism in Cuba it will not piles driven upon them. Then came
cothe.
Toledo, Ohio.
[Syracuse Spec. New York World.]
be necessary even for Ihe Cortes to,vote innumerable layers of cement and con
We, the undersigned, have known F.
Buck Ion’s Ariiica Sn(
MR. W. A. CLAYTON.
A fight took place near here early to
to cancel the decree. It will merely crete, interspersed with miles of railroad J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
The best Salve in the world tor"
was given many blood remedies without have to do nothing, and the Sagasta re rails laid over the concrete. It was lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus day between a wild cat owned in Syra
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rhcuml
relief, and treated by the best doctors.
thought that this would make it firm iness transactions and financially able to cuse, and a 38-pound bull terrier owned Lev er Sores, letter, Chapped Hands!
He seemed to get worse all the while, forms will fall still-horn. And even if
carry out any obligation made by their in Auburn. It lasted 27 minutes, and
Chilblains, ('urns, ami all Skin ErJ
however, and the disease Anally resulted the scheme should be put into opera enough. It is surmised that some of firm.
tions, and positively cures Piles, or
in cnrvatnre of the spine, making him tion, the Cubans would lemain power the piles are sinking into the swampy
W
est & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, both animals died together.
utterly helpless.
One hundred men were present. pay required. It is guaranteed to g|
Toledo, 0.
less to do anything of importance under ground.
“ The bad sores on his neck increased
perfect satisfaclion or money refund*
W
ai
.
ding
,
K
innan
«
fc
M
arvin
,
Whole

Both the wild cat and the dog had been Price 25 cents per box. For sale by GJ
in size, and were a source of constant it. By the appointive character of half
sale
Druggists,
Toledo,
O.
ONE ON BROWN.
pain. He was in this pitiful condition of the upper House of the proposed
trained tor the event.
R. Baker «fe Son.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inter
for two years, when some one recom
A pit with a wire screen was built
Cuban
Legislature,
by
the
right
rt
served
nally,
acting directly upon the blood
mended S.S.S., stating that it had cured
Monument to a Man Who Never Re
Harry Edsell and John Goge, of!
and mucous surfaces of the system. Into it both animals were thrown.' The
There is a difference between this class and
some of the worst cases of blood diseases. to the Spanish Cortes to interfere in the
fused or Paid For a Drink.
ton, are forming a stock company)
Price
75
cents
per
bottlle.
Sold
by
all
As soon as his system was under the ef settlement of the debt and in the regudog
was
fairly
disemboweled,
but
fought
the made-to-order suits. Many tailors are
prospect for gold in the Klondike re
Druggists. Testimonials free.
fect of the medicine, the sores began to lati< n of all dmies in which Spain is
on. Then he got a firm hold on the gion.
[New York Sun.]
content with tl)3 latter class. To be sure, we
get better, and in eight days were com
throat of the cat, and both fell over in a
SPARKLING SMILES.
pletely healed. Before long he coaid interested, and l»y the power of the
“When I returned from abroad two
make all our el thes to order, but we also
Thousands are suffering excruciating^
vise-like grip. The dog never let go.
walk on crutches, and was improving Captain-General to suspend the whole
every day. In three months he threw charter at his pleasure and introduce weeksago,” said a man who has a rep Woman With Diamond Settings in Finally both gasped once or twice and misery from that plague of the night,
make them fit—something that every one else
utation as a rough rider, “I went up to
aside his crutches, for he had no further
Itching Piles and say nothing about it
Gold Teeth.
doesn’t do. To cover your nakedness is one
died.
use for them ; the dreadful disease had martial law, the Spanish Government the-------- Club to get my mail. One
through a sense ot delicacy. All such
The
referee
declared
the
contest
a
been eliminated entirely from his sys would continue to hold Cuba as in a
thwig and to fit you is another.
will find an instant relief in the use of
of the institutions of that club is a man
tem, and he was restored to perfect vise.
The diamond-lighted smile of Miss draw, and bets were declared oft.
Doan’s Ointment. It never fal
whom we may call Brown. Brown has Florence Hudson, a beautiful belle of
health. The enre was a permanent one,
Sporting men were present from New
Will President McKinley or any of been on the club rolls for 20 years, and
as no sign of the disease has returned
At New Bremen, St. Paul’s Chuf
Baltimore, is sure to become famous. York, Troy, Auburn, Utica and Oswe
for ten years.”
the apologists of the policy of inaction during that time no one ever saw him
a handsome structure, recently complet
Taking the cue from the wife of a New go.
S.S.S. is a real blood remedy, and
ed at a cost of about $20,000, was dedi
promptly reaches all deep-seated and candidly suggest a reason why the gal buy a drink or refuse one. Moreover, York dentist, who had a very small dia
The Society for the Prevention of cated Sunday.
obstinate blood diseases, it matters not lant troops of the Cuban Republic he was always at your elbow when you
110 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
mond set in one of her teeth, the Balti Cruelly to Animals is making an in
whftt other treatment has failed. It is should lay down their arms on such a
ordered a drink. I missed Brown and more young woman has improved upon
the only remedy which acts on the cor
FROM FOOT TO KNEE
vestigation.
rect principle of forcing the disease from prospect as that? There have been re asked onejff the members whtft had be the neces-ity for two artificial teeth by
volutions
in
Cuba
before,
and
pacifica

the system and getting rid of it perma
come of him.
Ohio Woman Suffered Great Agony
having the artificial molars constructed
nently.
Rose to the Emergency.
tions, and promises that have not been
“ ‘Why,’ he exclaimed, ‘you are way of solid gold, in the center of one of
From a Terrible Sore—Her Story of
S. S. S. is a sure cure for Scrofula,
[Punxsuiawney Spirit.]
the Case, and Her Cure.
Brown ditd two which has been set a Hawless diamond
Cancer, Catarrh, Bczema, Rheumatism, kep\ Now, what guaranty is Mr. Mc- behind the times.
A Punxsutawney girl was out biking
Tetter, and all other blood diseases. It is Kiuley prepared to offer the Cubans to months ago, poor fellow. The club
“ For many years I was afflicted with a
of great brilliancy, which cost $150 and the other day with a Punxsutawney
Columbus Evalt, as Guardian &c.,
induce them to submit to the rule of the buried him decently and erected a mon
milk leg, and a few years ago it broke out
vs.
weighs
a
half
cat
at.
youDg
man.
They
were
six
miles
from
Robert Miller.
people among whom Weyler is still a ument over his grave.’
in a sore and spread from my foot to my
Knox Common Pleas.
The tooth was practically made home on a country road.
knee. I suffered great agony. It would
■ BY virtue <»f an order of sale issued out of
hero?
He
asks
them
to
accept
Sagasta
’
s
“
‘
I
am
sorry
to
hear
that,
’
I
replied,
! ■* the Court of Common Pleas of Knox and is the only remedy guaranteed to
around the diamond, which is, therefore,
She punctured her tire.
burn aud itch all the time and discharge
I -okntv. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer contain no potash, mercury or other note. Is he prepared to write the in ‘for Brown was not a bad fellow.
What visible on both the front and back of
for sale at the door ot the Court House, In harmful mineral.
“Alas,” said the young man as he dis a great deal. My health was good with
dorsement of the United States across kind of a monument did you give him?’
Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
the tooth. Miss Hudson glories in a set mounted and looked the picture of the exception of this sore. 1 tried a great
Books on blood and skin diseases will
“ ‘I will show you a photograph of it,’ of very large and white teeth, and when
Thursday, the 30 Day «f Drcriubfr, 1807, be mailed free to any address by the Swift the hack of it ?
despair. “I have no repair kit! What many kinds of salve, but some would
lietween the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
irritate the sore bo that I could hardly
If not, why should the bloodshed and said my friend, aud he did. The pho she faund some time ago that she would
shall we do? It is awful!”
> said day. the following described lands and
stand the pain. I could not go near the
starvation anti misery in Cuba be allow tograph portrayed a tall shaft, on which have to lose two of her front teeth she
tenements, situate in Knox County, Ohio,
Quickly
extracting
a
large
wad
of
| to-wit:
fire without suffering intensely. Some one
Mrs. Mary A. Bull, of Urbana, has ed to go on, when we could stop it with was inscribed the words: ‘Here is one determined to substitute them with gold chewing gum from her mouth and Bent me papers containing testimonials of
Being lot number four-hundred and slxtyI tlve (485) in Thomas’ Addition to the town, brought a $5,0C0 damage suit against a blow? Tne President does not even on me, boys. Thomas Brown.’
ones. In thinking the matter over, placing it over the puncture before cures by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and 1 told
now city, of Mt. Vernon. Knox County, Ohio.
Samuel Landis, a West Liberty saloon promise to end the war in a year. From
“As a matter of fact, Brown wasn’t however, gold appeared too convention
Appraised at J2.10U.
much of the wind had escaped, the girl my husband I would like to try this med
Terms of sale: Cash.
keeper, for selling her husband liquor.
his approving references to our failure dead. He had been dropped for non al and commonplace. She determined
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
icine. He got me a bottle and 1 found it
said:
Sheriff. Knox county. Ohio.
At Newark, Frank C. Burch was given to intervene in the Ten Years' War we payment of dues, and the photograph that she also would have a diamond in
helped me. I kept on taking it until my
S. R. Gotrhai.i, and J. D. Ckitchfiei.p, At
“
Leud
me
your
handkerchief!
”
torneys for Plaintiff.
a verdict for $250 in his $3,000 damage might gather that he thought it ought to was made from a drawing that now her tooth to take away the dull effect
limb was completely healed. I cannot
Mt. Vernon Ohio. Nov. 24th. 1897.
Young Augustus Fitz James handed praise Hood’s Sarsaparilla enough for the
suit against John H. Franklin, cashier
hangs in the club.”
which two solid teeth without ornament her his bandana.
of the People’s National Bank. Burch be allowed to last at least seven years
great benefit it has been to me.
It
longer. He says that if we ever do
HEALTH. POWER, ENER6Y, sued for false imprisonment.
would impart to the mouth.
Deftly she wound it round the tire, cleanses the blood of all impurities and
GROUND IS ALIVE.
intervene it wtll be “only because the
over the chewing gum, and tied the leaves it rich and pure.” MRS. Anna E.
Willian F. Keyser has entered suit at
The Ceiniug Woman
Eaken, Whittlesey, Ohio.
Newark against William II. Mead for necessity for such action will be so clear The Soil a Layer of Living Flants
ends in a hard knot on the inside.
Who goes to the club while her husband
$10,000 damages for slander, and Theo as to command the support and ap
You can buy Hood’s Sarsaparilla of all
and Animals.
“
I
am ready," she said, and she
tends the baby, as well as the good olddore Mazelin commenced an action for proval of the civilized world.” That is
druggists. Be sure to get only Hood’s.
mounted
her
wheel
and
rode
off
with
, rjrevtr all weakening drains. a 1 ke amount against Mead and Jacob
woman who looks after her
We are so used to thinking of the soil fashioned
we must wait until the Emperors of
___ tho brain, replace wasted tis
home, will both at times get run down a nonchalant air and a fresh wad of Hood’s Pills are
sues. and send rich, llesh-building Youmans on the same grounds.
as
a
mere
mineral
matter
that
it
comes
Germany
an.l
Austria
approve,
or,
as
in health. They will be troubled with gum.
Iblood bounding through every part
At Chillicothe the work of raising
of the system, making every organ
the Evening Post gloatingly puts it, until quite as a shock to find thL is a mis loss of appetite, headaches, sleepless
act, and carsing yon to glow and tingle the guarantee sum of $5,000, which is
At Tiffin entrance was gained into the
ness, fainting or dizzy 6pells. The most
//- with newly found strength. You’re a new required to bring the Marion Wagon Spain herse.f is willing to have us inter take.
millinery store of Miss Callie Shoup
Shota White Deer.
man, and can f ~cl it 1 1 ho greatest NEliV£
wonderful
remedy
for
these
women
is
As a matter of fact ihe layer of soft Electric Bitters. Thousands of sufferers [Williamsport Special to Philadelphia and Diemer’s grocery was also entered.
A TONIC ever di covered. Palrno Tablets Works to thfit city, is j repressing rapid fere. And this is the fulfilment of the
TY 'LOoure quickly and forever Nervous Debil- ly. antj there is no longer doubt that the
By marks of bloody fingers it was dis
brave promises of the St. Louis Conven mould which clothes the ground in all from Lame Back and Weak Kidneys
Press.]
AvO
Varicocele. Atrophy, Loss of Memory,
covered that the burglar had cut his
*- SIeeples<sne88,Dyspep9ia,Kidney Diseases. sum will be raised and the factory tion.
cultivable
districts,
anti
from
which
veg

rise
tip and call it blessed. It is the
While
hunting
on
the
mountains
50c a box; 12 boxes (with guarantee, good moved there.
hand. O'to Dressel was arrested. He
medicine for women. Female com
aa cold). 85 00. Sent anywhere.
After the Cuban collapse the rest of etation springs, is actually in great part plaints and Nervous troubles of all George Ltpp, ol Huntersville, this coun has a badly cut hand.
HALSIO DRUG CO., Cleveland, 0.
the message is of little importance. For a living layer of tiny plants and ani kinds are soon relieved by the use of ty, shot a white deer and is now the en
Near Ft. Recovery Anthony Doll,
For Sale at Ed Dever’s Drug Store,
The tumals.
Electric Bitters. Delicate women should vy of all the Nimrods in this section of aged 26, was struck l>y a Lake Erie and
* li os a wonder the promises of the Republi
ilaile
West side Pub. Square. Mt. Vernon.
every
Interlacing threads of moulds and keep this remedy on hand to build up
•iffutore
Western freight engine- f?itnday~iTrenm~
vnppor. can pH*form with regard to Hawaii are fungi, worms and grubs, creeping in the system. Only 50c per bottle. For the state. These animals are extremely ing
of
and seriously injured. His horse
rare and this is said to be the first one
kept. But the President wanders help
1
was killed iustantly. He attempted to
sects, tiny root parasites, decayingleaves, sa e by G. R. Baker & Son.
shot
in
Pennsylvania
for
many
years.
lessly
and
interminably
around
the
cur

Mrs. Martha Lelller of Belle Center,
cross the track ahead of the engine in
A
▼ A. ▼ A ▼ A ▼ A ▼ A A A A. A A A A A A A A A A A. A.
has filed suit against Peter Houser, of rency and tariff’ questions, oblivious of and the million of bacteria which spring
Ex-Governor Foster is out in a It was a buck about one year old and his buggy.
from
them
—
all
these
are
mixed
and
Kenton, for $5,000, charging that Hous the fact that the convention that nomi
lengthy card fostering the project of was ks white as snow. Its skin is very
At Napoleon early Sunday morning
er made scandalous statements about nated him, denouncing the “unparallel mingled together for many inches down building a children’s home jointly far valuable. Some hunters believe that
Eph Mick ley, an old soldier who fought
her.
ed incapacity” of the Democratic party, below our feet in a confused mass of the counties of Crawford, Hancock, the killing of a white deer brings bad in the Mexican and civil y,«rs, «vaa
While chopping wood at Bellefon said: “In administrative management life. Germs of all sorts swarm in count Sandusky, Seneca, Wood and Wyandot. luck.
found dead at the foot of a stairway
taine William Milner’s ax struck a
leading
to his rooms. His neck was
less
millions.
By calling at 124 South Main Street.
Oliver
R.
Aldrich,
a
merchant
of
Mal

clothes line and was jerked from the it has ruthlessly sacrificed indispensable
broken, and it is believed he tell.
Indeed, all the plants that grow, and vern, was arrested for forging the name
handle. In falling it struck him on the
Real Mean Man.
Howard Fumphrey.sonof one of Dela
life that exists, on the face of the earth of Charles Ley da to a note far $21.75.
, left cheek, knocking him down and
[New Orleans Times-Demorat.]
He pleaded guilty and is in jail await
ware County’s Commissioners, was driv
' making a bad wound.
owe their being to the fact that the ing
“No, I never kick about giving my ing Sunday, when his horse became
sentence.
ground is alive. You take a shovelful
At Chillicothe, Dr. D. H. Moore, of
At Marysville John Albat, aged 32 wife and daughters pin-money,” re frightened. The young man was
Cincinnati, addressed a large audience
of the finest soil in the world and ster- years,
And upwards. Quality good- Style the
an inmate of the County Infirm* marked a well known club man the thrown out of the buggy and his li6ad
at Memorial Hill his subject being
ilize it—that is, beat it till all the life in 1 ary, was found dead by Superintendent other night. “You see, I don’t go often struck the wheel, lie was seriously
latest. Fit correct.
i “Morgan’s Raid.” The proceeds of the
injurt d.
it is destroyed—and then plant seeds in Southard, hanging iu the hay loft.
■ lecture will be devoted to rebuilding the
at night and we all gather about the
it.
No
amount
of
care
or
watering
will
1
M. EcChurch at Bainbridge, which was
Largest stock in town to select from.
At Sidney, while out hunting, Frank dining room table aiter dinner is clearrecently destroyed by lire.
make those seeds grow. Their life de Maxwell was accidentally shot in the 1
ftway and play poker. Well, you1
.
. n
J
pends on the life in the soil around face by Ben Lafevre. One shoot took',
' In the case of Mrs. Margaret Davis
effect in his right eye and he will lose ^now’ w°4Men are not altogether good
against H. N Love, the jury returned a
them.
playprt, and they never see a bluff, stf
the sight.
verdict of $3,836 10 for the plaintiff.
_
t when the end of the month rolls Stimulate the stomach,
Love
was
an
employe
of
the
defunct
Lambert
Clow,
a
prosperous
Holme?
G.
Zimmerman,
a
wealthy
oil
man
Merchant Tailor and Gents’ Furnisher.
the liver, cure biliousMarion Deposit Bank, and entered as
about I am away ahead and the pi rouse
county farmer and well-known stock Lima, is in a serious condition r------ *
ness, headache, dizziness.
deposit money which Mrs Davis left for
buyer, was kicked in the face by a horse effects of taking a large dost
mor- ‘ money is in my own pocket once more. Dour stomach, constipation, ■
safekeeping.
etc.
Price 25 centn.
Sold by all druRirtata.
and died of the injuries.
phine by mistake.
It’s a good scheme to work.”
The only P11U to take with Ho©d't Saxsapariila.

75c,
$1.00,
$1.25,
$1.50.
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Effect Nov. 14, 1807.

In

Water to Rc-

Health.

LIGHT BALL.

FORTY-TON BOCK.

TUB DWELLERS

;

lili.

$1.50 J’ER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1897.

Examinations

Tre first Saturday of AP’’**
V
nmin-itions wtH commence at 8.30o clock a.
in.
Address all communications to the
Clerk <»t Board of Examiners.

Organization of Board.
L. D. BONEBRAKE. Prest

Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
W. F. ALLOIRE. Clerk,
Fredericktown. Ohio.
R. L. •lo!^“r,ljnHburg, Ohio.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

Purdy Vegetable

Look Well to Your Interest

HL WOOL SUHS mild ORDift FOR S15

:xxxx>

HoodIII
’s
_ 1 I 6_
III

'S'he banner ♦
FRANK HARPER -

- Editor

Money to Iionn.

BLADENSBURG.

BRINK HAVEN.

V

HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.

win

C. W. MuKEE,
NEWS. f ( X ENEItAL
INSURANCE AGENT. OfvT tice 8. W. cor. Public Square and
^UiUlUhlhUUiUlUadUiUiUlUlUaUUhlhUIUlUUiiUiUU^ High street.

COUNTY

| KNOX

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.

Insurance to Sell

A New Preacher—Schools Closed On The High School Entertainment a Suc
Account of an Epidemic of Measles In
cess-New Crossing Being Placed—
the Village.
A Small Wreck.

Rev. Win. Neads, of Southern Ohio, will
The entertainment given by the High
preach at the Dis-i|>!« church Saturday School was a success, tlie house being tilled.
night, December 18; also Sunday and Sun
Sherm Robeson was the guest of George
day night. II he givea satisfaction, he will Robeson, at Grrersville. Sunday.
be hired for the coming year and during
The hill engine and four cars were off the
tlie t:me he will hold a revival.
track here, being just at the end of the
THURSDAY MORNING...... DEC Iff, 1897
Leander Mct’amiuent is visiting bis sister, transfer between the C.. A. & 0. The
Mr*. Susie McWilliams, of Arkansas
wreck train was sent for aud the track
Mrs. Kt-arns and son, of near Martins cleared in a short lime.
burg. Sundayed with her mother, Mrs.
Mrs M.
Ickes spent the fore part of
Mrh. McKinley, mother of President Taylor.
the week with relatives at Loudenville.
Miss Della Davis spent Saturday night
McKinley, died at her home in C»u ton
Lou Khein, of Burgoyne, was catling on
wiih her friend, Miss Pearl Scott.
friends here Sunday.
Sunday morning.
| Misses I.yda and Maggie Underwood, of
Mr. Frank Gatewood, who took tlie con
Zuck, were in our town last Saturday
tract for putting in the stone c ossings on
There is a curious similarity between
Alex. Scott went to Buffalo last Saturday the sidewalks, is now working at it and
1 '7' ~
putting in some fine crossings.
the action of President Cleveland and ou business.
Blue aod wife spent Sunday with
Mies Ursul Burris, of Buckeye City, sp» nt
'President McKinley on the Cuban ques MrElmer
acul Mrs A- L. Blue.
Saturday and Sunday with the Misses Cun
tion.
School will be closed this week on ac ningham.
Mr. John DeWeitt, of Canton, was circu
count of measles.
Wm. Smith is erecting a grand new build lating among friends here Monday.
The Fsrakeritcs will have cause to
ing on the lot formerly occupied by Mr
thank somebody that they aro alive, Willemin, deceased.

MOUNT VERMOR, OHIO.
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Do You
Realize
Christmas is almost here.
We kindly ask you to inspect
our stock before buying your
Holiday

PRESENTS.

■

- - ■■■■— —

Foraker has bobbed up Irom the
box in which Mark Hanna has him
fastened, long enough to say that he
does not agree with the President as to
Cuba.
If there be any difference in the
opinions of McKinley and Cleveland on
the subjects of finance, Cuba and civil
service, it cannot be detected by a com
parison of their messages.

Washington Ramey lost a valuable cow
on Sunday night.
The meetings at the M. E. church still
continue with unabated interest.
Mrs. Blanche Milligan, of Brandon, spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. aud Mrs.
Samuel Thatcher.
J P. Lyon, of the Cresent Rod and Gun
Club, accompanied by B. C. Ramey, spent a
portion of last week hunting in the north
ern part of tlie county. They succeeded in
bagging 87 quail in two days.
Dwight Mortley, of the 0. W. U., came
home Friday to pay a short visit to his
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. \V. C. Bowers, of Sparta,
spent Sunday with the family of L. B
Evans
Mrs. Jackson was at Mt. Vernon all of
Inst week on account of the illness of her
son. Recorder Jackson.
David Hardesty was la Howard Friday
on business.
------- o-------

Senator Teller, who usually knows
UNION GROVE.
he is talking about, says the pasof a financial bill that would accord with Mr. McKinley’s wishes is an Strong Talk in Favor of Building a
New Church—Interesting Church
impossibility in the Senate.
Meetings.
If Mark Hanna would announce his
Rev L.
Walker is conducting a very
withdrawal from the senatorial race in in'eresting meeting hero. There have been
seventeen
eddiuons.
favor of Judge Day, millions of Repub
Quite a large number from here attended
licans would rise up and call him bles- the lecture at Martinsburg last Friday even
by Prof. Pierson, of Columbus, on
sd. But Mr. Hanna's patriotism is not ing,
"Yelllowstone Park.”
that sort.
Mis. Holmes, of Gambler, and Miss Ora

eno.
IB

We are displaying a large
and well selected stock of
Watches, Diamonds, Sterling
Silver Ware, Triplicate Mir
rors, Hand Painted Art
Goods, at prices lower than

JEWELER and OPTICIAN
13 South Main Street.

People can hardly realize that it Is possible to print hooks, hind them in half cloth and
sell them for 8 cents. All the standard authors are included in thi) line. Better ones for
17 cents aud unsurpassable ones for 49 cents. Bib’es in all the latest popular editions.

of

PATTERNS.

Buy where you know that the
BRICE is the
LOWEST
and
GOODS BEST. Nothing but the
VERY LATEST designs. NO OLD
STYLES allowed on the floor at

This Socket

Five hundred dress patterns, already cut and marked, no two alike.
When you know
that one of these 82.50 patterns bought off the bolt would cost at least 85, von can see
the bargain you would have.

*

NO

*

DRESSING

OAK, CANE SEATS with
brace arms. A limited
number left.

SACQUES.

This line includes handsome things for a mother, a wife, a sister, or a sweetheart.
From 75 cents up.

J. McCormick’s
Furniture House, ’“street’0
Telephones—Store. 1ST; Residence. 3H.

RUGS.
Nothing more useful or gladdening for a friend’s room.

Rev. Wood delivered a very interesting
sermon at Messiah, Sunday.
A very pr»tty little hobo has been spend-|
ing a few days in this vicinity. Some talk
of dedicating a tramp cemetery.
C M. Bebout, of Mt Vernon, spent Sun
day with his parents near the village.
The sport* are making a great effort to
spend all
time hunting that the law will
permit.
The wheat in this section looks remark-]
ably well.
The village boys caught a very large owl
Friday night. It measured 4 feet 9 inches
from tip to tip.
Administrator s Sale of Real
F. L. Faucettand family sjtent Sunday at
M. L. Purdy’s.
Estate.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

pursuance of an order of the Probate
IN Court
of Knox county. Ohio, I will offer
for sale, at public auction, on

SPLEVDID PROSPECT

Tuesday, the 4th day of January. A. D. 1S9S,

For the Commencement of Work on
the Central Ohio Electric
Hallway.

A car load to select from.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
A thousand dozen, selected to please everybody,
dollars. Silk ones, a big line, at half price.

J,

Your choice, from a penny to three

S,

I!

The Great Question

^iUUlUUUUlUlUIUIlUUllUUllUUllUUlUUUiUUiiUMiUUll'ui^

At two o'clock p. m.. upon the premises,
the following described reaf estate,
situate in the county of Knox and State of
Ohio:
Tract 1Being a part of section 4. town
ship 8. and range 12. U. S. M. lands: begin
ning at the south-east corner of the said
secuon; thence west along the south line of
said section 139.V0 rods to a stone; thence
north 45.iM rods to a stone; thence east 9.45 !
rods to a stone; thence north 51.31 rods to a
stone: thence east 128.44 rods to the cast lire
of said section; thence south 96.95 rods to
the place of beginning, containing 80 acres,
more or less.
Appraised at S2.400.
Terms of Sale:—One-third In hand, onethird In one year and one-third in two years
from the day of sale, with interest, the de
ferred payments to be secured by mortgage
upon the premises sold.
December 7, 1897.
W. W. WALKEY. ■
Administrator of the estate of Rebecca S.
Arnold. Deceased.
Cooper & Moore, Attorneys.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Office of thk City Clkrk. t
Mt.Vkrnon.Ohio, Dec. 7, 1897. (
fclEAGED proposals will be received at the
“offlee of the City Clerk of the City of Mt.
Vernon.Ohio, until 12 o'clock noon on
Saturday. Jauuary 8,1898.

for furnishing the necessary labor and ma
terials for the improvement of the following
named streets and parts of streets in East
ern sewer district No. 2 of the said City of
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, by constructing therein a
main and lateral tile sewer of sufficient size
and capacity, with the necessary man-holes,
lantern holes, flushing tanks and house con
necting pieces, etc.. In accordance with the
plans, specifications and profiles on file In I
the office of the City Civil Engineer. Begin
ning at the mouth or opening at the Kokosing River southeast of the corporation line’
at German street: thence along the right of
way of the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus
Railway company to a point south of Ger
man street: tnen'ce north to the corporation
line at the center of German street; thence
north on German street to the center of
Gambler avenue; thence on Gambler ave
nue in a westerly direction to the center of |
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. Rogers
street: tnence north on Rogers street
to tne New Gambler road: thence on the New
wiotipp is hprphv irlven th*it the under- I Gambier road in a westerly direction to the
(E?d
Intersection of East High street and the New
Igned hasiK'eh
has been a^Tnted
appointed andquaUfled
and qualified Gambler
road: thence west on East High
Administrator of the estate of
street to the center of Division street: thence i
NATHAN H ESTON,
north on Division street to the center of
late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the East Hamtramck street; thence west on
East Hamtramck street to the center of
Probate Court of said county.
Spice alley: thence north on Spice alley to
September 3, 1897.
the center of Elizabeth street. Also laterals
SAMUEL HESTON.
as follows: On East High street from the
Administrator.
eastern boundary of Middle sewer district
No. 1 to Division street; also on East Sugar
street from the eastern boundary of Middle
district No. 1 to the center of Mc
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. sewer
Kenzie street: also on East Hamtramck
from the eastern boundary of Middle
'W’OTICE Is hereby given that the under- street
district No. 1 to Spice Alley: also on |
-k” signed has been appointed and qualified sewer
East Burgess street from Spice Alley to the
Administrator of the estate of
center of Division street; also on Lamartine
john McClelland,
Place from Spice Alley to McKenzie street:
on Elizabeth street from Gay street to
late of Knox County, Ohio, deceased, by the also
McKenzl* street: also on Gav street from
Probate Court of said county.
the eastern boundary of Middle sewer dis
December 13th, 1897.
trict No. 1 at Sugar street to Wooster ave
A. D. WELKER.
nue: also on McKenzie street from Sugar
Administrator.
street to Hamtramck street: also on Park
street from the north line of Sugar street to
Hamtramck street; also on Curtis street
from McKenzie street to Spice Alley: also on
Division street from Burgess street to Ham
tramck street.
All bids must be filed by twelve o'clock at
noon on the 8th day of January. lfMt
Bidders must indorse their names and ad
dress upon the out side of the envelopes con
taining the bids.
Each bid to be accompained by a bond in
the sum of $500. or the deposit of $500 cash,
or a certified check on some bank of Mt.
Vernon. Ohio, as a guaranty that If the bid
Is accepted a contract will be entered Into
and the performance of It properly secured
by at least two resident sureties. Otherwise
the amount to be forfeited to the city of Mt.
Vernon. Ohio.
Bidders are required to use the printed
forms which will oe furnished on applica
tion.
Bids not in accordance herewith will be
rejected.
Bids for labor and material must be made
to help you select separately
and In total. The Council may
accept eltner unless otherwise stated In the
bid.
your
CHRISTMAS The names of all persons Interested in
said bid are to be written in full.
The Council reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.
GIFTS.
By order of Council.
P. B. CHASE.
City Clerk.

Is now

Ready

KAlTOKEBCHIErS.
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PROBATE COURT,

where
----

S; S; S.'

SANTA CLAUS

Shall I buy tuy Christmas
Gifts?

on the corner, of course,
where the
assortment is RsS

HEADQUARTERS

Ux R. C.
kA/

iis
Mitchell, Son

&

Co.,

*

xAx
ilx

ilx .

8 W. D. BROWNING. B

w

0,

X’ mas Novelties, Plain and Fancy Shirts,
jjj Neck-wear, Gloves, Hosiery, Underwear, Hats,
yj Caps, Umbrellas, Canes, Laces, Veiling, Per
il/ fumes, Handkerchiefs, Art Linen and Silks, &c.,
jg &c. Free lessons given each day to purchasers in
the Art Linen Department until December 23.

IN

FALL and WINTER

MILLINERY

ilx

NO. 11 8. MAIN ST.

MT. VERNON, 0.

-a

-

.^5!»
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|IRON BEDS . .

We Hare the Mewent an 1 Prettiest Things in Hats, Bonnets
and Trimmings. We* extend an Invitation to the Ladies to
Call at our Establishment. We ean please you In our Slock
and Satisfy you in)Prices.

MISSES M’GOUGH

|

& DERMODY,1

EAST VINE STREET.

Easy to handle and the most cleanly bed

•
g

manufactured.

e have them in four sizes.

PRICES FROM $,3.00 UP.

We also invite your attention to our line of

£

air-tight stoves—the best heater^
market.

3
3
fur- 3

3
| J. M. BLOCHER & CO. 1
g

A BIG DEAL

on the

We have everything you want in house
nishing goods.

And It

Means

Ci'iitsl CliiriB a

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
110 West High Street.

e

I

The handkerchief Is the first thing you
think of at Christmas. We have a wonder
ful line from 5 cents to $1.50.
We recently purchased a large lot of
handsome embroidered handkerchiefs that
were put up for traveling men to use as
samples. They were not used. We bought
them at half value. The price is 15 or two
for 25 cents. They are are equal to any 25c
handkerchief In the market.

Why at Browning’s,

good and prices low.

;|W. S. Sperry

_ A

These are a FEW leaders and
there are many more in ihe other
nines.

B00KS.

DRESS

FRED A. CLOUGH,

The proa|>ect is very good for the com
mencement of work in the eirly spring on
the Central Ohio Electric Railway. With
the energy so characteristic of him, Mr. F.
W. Jones, the President of (he comptny
has been doing every thing possible look
ing toward an early construction of the
road. A number of capitalists are intert sl
ed in the enterpr.se, and the more they In
Dudgeon,took dinner with Mrs Berta Hays vestigate the matter the more ft becouiei
is a great message,” say the Ile- last Sunday.
Mr. Bert Young, of Amity, attended apparent to them that such a line in
Mtns, and yet when Cleveland re- church
operation would be a great money
hereSunday evening.
Miss Whitehead, of Millwood, is spend maker, passing, as it does, through an ex
icnded the same things, he was all
a few days with Mrs. Dora Horn.
Even McKinley denounced ingMr.
Ed. Hays, of Utica, s|>ent Sunday ceedingly desirable stretch of country at
present not traversed by a railroa), and giv
bind for doing some of the things with his sister, Mrs. John Wolfe.
Miss Dessie I^epley, of Gambier, spent ing connection at points that would prove
kv recommends himself.
Saturday and Sunday with Mrs Julia Dud very profitable feeders to it.
Youngetown Vindicato. -uggests geon.
Among several letters recently received
Mr. and Mrs- Joe Farmer, of Martins
society” as a companion piece burg. spent Sunday with Mr. Reuben Hom by President Jones on the subject- is the
family.
following, whioh that gentleman has kind
me pile. It gravely suggests: aud
Mr. Wayne Blue, of Bladensburg, made a ly permitted the Banner to publish:
Opiate convicts break stono to friendly call here Sunday evening.
The people of this vicinity are talking Empikk Electrical Traction Company 1
»•. the highways, female depreNkw York, Dec. 4, 1897. J
strongly of building anew church. We hope
(«n make breeches for the it will not end with talk, but will put their Mr. F. W. Jones, President Central Ohio
Electric Rail way Co., Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
ideas into effect
Dear Sir:—It is important you send us
maps, plans and profiles, also the right of
Eaeey federal appointment in Ohio
way
papers of your road just as soon as
ROLLA.
you- can.
been held up until the Senatorsbip
We have gone about as iar as we can in
settled. Mark Hanna is reported to
this matter now with capitalists, until we
ie working ibis lever with great thor Close of the Great Rat Hunt of the P. receive the balance of these papers, and you
of I.—An Increase In Population- can send us any other papers you think we
oughness. Officts will go to politicians
should have to strengthen the project. You
Other Items.
who show a capacity to “pull” antiare aware that capital is very cautious
P. of I- had their count Tuesday even in regard to these matters, and desire to
Hanna members of the Legislature.
ing aud they numbered about three tbous make thorough investigation. We are
■ -—
and rats, twenty-seven mice and thirteen working night and day on this pr< ject aud
When a President of the United States hundred sparrows. They aie a hearty sup hope
to m«et with success.
feels impelled to devote a large part of per at the town hall of Jelloway, Friday'
Yours truly.
evening.
EMPIRE
ELECTRICAL TRACTION CO.
his annual message to defending a cruel
Hen ton Workman and wife visited rela
W. W. Doty, Presideut.
despotism in its butcher attempts to tives in this vicinity over Sunday.
All the documents called for by the above
Quincy 8impson and wife spent Sunday
conquer the struggling patriots of a with J. T. Temple.
letter have been forwarded to Ihe Empire
John Nyhart has a smile on his counte Electrical Traction Company by President
-little republic, it is about time that the
nance
over
tlie
arrival
of
a
girl
baby.
,Ji&me of Benedict Arnold be substituted
David Ross and Vina Workman attended Jones, aud they are doubtless impressed ere
for that of George Washington in the a box social at Turkey Ridge, Thursday this of the desirability of the line and will
meet with the sue eis of its construction for
evening.
histories read by the school children.
James Workman made a business trip to which they express such strong hopes in
Loudonville Wednesday.
As to the Dingley tariff, the President
Mrs. Mary Ann Hoover, of Missouri, the concluding sentence of their leiter.
said in his message to Congress that the Win. Keifer and wife and Mrs. Jane Eisen
of Ankenytown, and Samuel, of But
Slag as llallast
purpose of the law was to provide sufB • bise,
ler, took aupper with James Workman,
Engineer M. of W. Lee of the B & 0.
cient revenue “without delay, hindrance Monday evening.
Mrs. Eliza Hanger, who has been viaitin lines we»t of the Ohio river has been exper or postponement.” Senator Aldrich near
Millwood for some time, has return
menting during the paet jear or two with
it if the law did not insure this home.
slag for ballast. His plan is Io put about
Elsie
Miner
and
wife
made
a
business
Tty would be condemned. There
one foot under the ties and it makes very
deficit every month since the trip to Mt. Vernon Saturday.
good ballast. About 18 miles of the Akron
... ^uFpassed. The total deficiency to
division have been improved in this way,
MILFORDTON.
[but Mr. Lee’s preference is for gravel when
date is $41,719,000. The chief other
he can get it. During the past season on
effect of the tariff has been to Increase
•he cost of a great number of the neces I. 0. 0. F. Oyster Supper—Teachers |Tran»-Ohio division he has put in 142 miles
saries of the people.
Exchange Positions—Singing School | of new ballast, the principal part of which
was good, clean gravel. In addition to the
—Personal Items,
ballasting, the Trans-Ohio division Las had
The planters of Georgia are still en
Mrs. McClintock, of Appleton, was the 1470 981 new cross ties, and there have teen
deavoring to discriminate between the guest of Mrs L. H. Burgess, Thursday
Quite a number from this vicinity attend 131 miles of new 75 lb. steel rail laid, re
‘.Uoveland “depression” and the McKined tlie I. O. 0. F-oyster supper, at Brandon, placing 60 lb. rails.
py “boom.” All talk of prosperity has last Wednesday evening.
Mr. L. M. Bottentield visited Mr. Frank
le same effect as a red flag waved in
Jackson, of near Condit. last week.
Little “Doc” Winterringer.
front of a mad bull. After working for
Last Friday Miss Hattie M. Ewalt, teach
Howard
Saxby, in Sunday's Enquirer
thirteen months in a year to harvest a er of this school, and Mr. John Proper, of
Beach College, exchanged schools for the has the following concerning a former Mt.
cotton crop they assert that it would day.
On returning home in the evening, Vernon boy:
have been money in their pockets not each reported to have spent the d«y very
‘The tiniest railroader in the world is
and that they were the most
to have planted a single acre. They pleasantly
qn ei schools they had ever superintended Charles E. Winterringer, of the C., A. A C ,
are obliged to sell a great part of their
Mrs. Wm. Moais was the guest of her who lives in Columbus.
“His weight is 37 pounds in his stocking
"iow as 44 cents a pound, which (laughtar, Mrs. Robert Bishop, a fsw days
feet, and his height 3 feet 0 inches. Not
• id to be below the cost of produc lastMr.week.
and Mrs. W. N. Headington. of Cen
terbnrg, spent 8unday with D. W. Haw withstanding hie six*, however, he enjoys
tion.
the reputation of being one of the smartest
- ' ■■
------------kins.
Mis. W. L. Bottenfield visited her sister, passenger men in the business.
The leading Republican organ of Mrs.
E. F. Higgins, Wednesday of last
”O. M. Evans tells me that Winterringer
Wood couuty speaks right out in meet week.
Thursday
evening, Mr. Lewis Baldwin, has often been known to take a nap inside
ing, giving some other tuneful organs of Liberty township,
n at with ihe young his plug hat.”
of monopoly a rather rough jar. The people of this place and organized a singing
name of the organ is the Tribune and it class.
Vnclaimed Mall Matter.
Mr. James Scott is quite sick at this writ
says:
ing.
Following is the list of unclaimed mail
“The Toledo Blade evidently thinks
matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Postthat Mark Hanna is the entire Repub
office for the week tnding last Monday:
ANKNEYTOWN.
lican push, the whole thing politically;
J. E Rrvsnt, Mr. Cansell, Luther IL.ffmat'. Harry Jones, E W. famison, Mrs.
or in fact the only pebble on the beach.
A Marriage, a Grange Meeting, Dance Lydia Lybarg»r, Mrs. Celia Merriott, Mis.
The Blade may not know it, but there
Morgan, 8iella McKinney, Mrs. Edsie
and a I/xlge Initiation Daring the Oliver,
J. B. Rogers. J. C. Raver, E. B
are others. * * * * The time has
Past Week.
Stansberry,
J. C. Taylor, E. M. Wineland.
arrived when bossism and boodleism
Chas. E. Cbitchfiklp,
John Love Sundayed in Shelby with his
should be relegated to the rear. Isn’t mother and brothers.
Postmaster.
Married,
Sunday,
December
12,
at
the
this a good time to begin?”
residence of the bride's parents. Mr. John
Lewis and Miss Blanche Burger
All the Republican taritV tinkering • The fifth degree members of Knox Coun Administrator's Sale of Real
having failed in tho professed purpose to ty Grange will hold their monthly meeting
at the Berlin Grange hall, Saturday, De
Estate.
“protect and enhance the wages of cember 18.
Maria Hulse, of Lima, is visiting rela MN pursuance of an order of the Probate
American labor,” the party leaders are
in this vicinity.
Court, of Knox county. Ohio, I will offer
talking of accomplishing the protec tives
Deputy Thayer is visiting the Maccabees for sale at public auction by tracts on
tion by limiting the immigration of the at this place. He wdl be here for a week Friday, the 24th day of Drrimber. A. D. 1897,
work for the interest of the lodge.
•‘ignorant pauper labor of Europe.” and
Miss Rosa Lafferty,of Bellville, is visiting at two o'clock In the afternoon, at the front
door of the room lately occupied by Jobn A.
Much good could have been done long with Mrs Samuel Garber, north of town.
Wright (now deceased) as, and for a store
Quite a crowd attended the dance in room
ago in this direction to protect the
In the village of Amity, Knox county,
Swank's hall, Friday night.
Ohio,
the following described real estate, toAmerican wage scale, but it must not be
The Maccabees initiated seven new mem wit:
Tract I. Being 51 acres more or less of
left out of the account that there are bers Wednesday evening. The Gambier land
situate In tne east part of the South
learn was present to perform the “ceremo
other and far more potent causes for the ny.
west
quarterof section 21, townships, range
”
12, In Knox county, Ohio, and being sub
Eugene Leedy and father attended the numbered 1,2and7otsaid quarter section
low wa.e scale than that of immigra
shown on Auditor's i>lat ix>ok of tsso.
tion. ’Invention has had something to Ohio State Grange meeting, at Columbus, asAppraised
at $1,428.
Monday and Tuesday.
Tract
Being lot 13 In the village of Ami
do with the' matter, but the single gold
Mrs. V. A. Me»rin and Mist Emma Leedy ty, Knox2. countv,
Ohio. For more particular
standard is the greatest enemy of all to visited in North Uberty the latter part of description of which lot sec plat of said Vil
last week.
lage
on
record.
the interests of the wageworkers. There
Appraised at WOO.
Tract 3. Being the north-west part of lot
can be no radical improvement for the
12, in the village of Amity, Pike township,
WATERFORD.
Knox county. Ohio, and hounded and de
interests of labor in this country until
scribed as follows, to-wlt: Commencing at
the battle for bimetallism has been
the north-west corner of the said lot;thence
In a south-easterly direction by and with
won.
Po9tolllee to be Established at Bate said line 134 and
feet; thence In a
south-westerly
direction to the north line of
man tow a—James Turney Seriously a lot owned by WlUiam
Edgar; thence in a
Nf.w tTokk clothier, discussing the
north-westerly direction with said line to a
III.
tract of land owned by H. H. Pugh: thence
beauties of the Dingley tariff as an ad
a north-easterly direction with said line
Mr Lamont Cook, of near this place, and In
the place of beginning.
vance agent
prosperity, says one of Miss Ida Wallace, of North Liberty, were toAppraised
at $20.
its results is to advance the price of united in marriage at the boms of the Tract 4. Being the undivided half of the
bride’s parents, at North Liberty^ on last following described real estate situate In
clothing. “A suit of clothes,” he says, Thursday, December 9.
the first quarter of township?, range 12;
being 5 acres off of the north side of a25Monroe Keyes, of Bucyrus, was in this acre
tat could be purchased for $15 last
lot upon which Elizabeth §tinchlcomb
'place on business last week.
resided at the time of her death; described
year •'annot be duplicated qow under
Marion Dunn and family moved from as commencing at the north-east corner of
said 25-acre tract; thence north 8814 degrees,
$20, and i^at fact is a source of annoy ihi« place to Fredericktown last week.
west 68.50 rods along the south line of lands
E. E. Thayer, of Michigan, was here last known
ance to dcalci? and customers alike. week
as the William Grubb farm to the
in the interests of the Maccabees' lodge. north-west
cornor of said 25-acre tract:
With men of ampo* means who have
Mrs. Debbie Ackerman and Mrs. Sarah thence south 1M degrees, west 11.69 rods
to a staxe; thence south 88*4 degrees, east
all their garments madt^Q* order by McCInckeon were at Mansfield and Little 68.42
rods to a stake: thence north 2H de
Washington last week visiting relatives and
grees, east 11.69 rods to the place of begin
fashionable tailors $5 or $10 advance on friends.
ning.
J.
I)
Owen,
who
has
been
in
Marion
fora
a suit is hardly noticed, and if noticed
Appraised at $50.
year past, is the guest of his father, Wm. Tract ft. Being the undivided 11-24 of lot 5,
evokes no complaint. It is very differ Gwen,
In the village of Amity. Knox county, Ohio,
in thia place.
shown on the recorded plat of the said
Mr. Armstrong and step son, Mr. Munder, as
ent, however, with those who have to be
village: and also the undivided 11-24 of lot 4
Cleveland, were the gue9ts of John In
said village, saving and excepting from
very careful in their expenditures, for to of
Keyes and family.
said lot 4 so much thereof as was hereto
this class $5 represents a considerable
A postotlice is being established at Bate- fore sold by John A. Wright to B. J. Simp
kins.
sum. The number of men who array mantown.
Appraised at $142.
James Turney is not »ny better, and the
of sale: One-third cash on the day
themselves in $15 and $2(J suits in the I probabilities are that he will not survive ofTerms
sale: one-third in one, and one-third in
<
two years from day of sale: deferred pay
United States.is largely in excess of long.
Abram Hetrick is recovering from an at- ments to bear 6 per cent. interest from day
those who pay tailors $t0 or $50 for a tack of typhoid feve-.
of sale and
--------, to be secured by mortgage on
8am Siarmer and wife were the gues's o^Vh.£ pfvmises sold.
suit and it is from the poor and middle
brother, Joel, last Sunday, in this place,
*1,1 '*!
class that the kick against the . Dingley hisMrs
Clarence Wirick was taken to the I Adunli»trator of John A. Wright,deceased.
hospital for the insane at Toledo recently. I Cooper ax1* Moore. Attorneys
bill is sure to come.”

f.

Rockers from 98c. up.
Iron Beds from $3 up.
Bedroom Suits from $13 up.
Oak Diners from $4.50 set up.
Fancy Stands from 75c. up.
Sideboards from $10 up

There is nothing so appreciable as a sensible, enduring gift, something that will remain
to remind the recipient of the friendship of the giver. Under the head of five departments we
have succeeded in gathering together an array of sensible gifts that fit the purse and the
taste of all classes of people.

PIPESVILLE.
when Mark Hanna gets another term in
------o----the senate.
MT. LIBERTY.
------- «$----Talk of a Hobo Cemetery—Wheat in
Crushed by the weight of goldbug
Good Condition—Large Owl Captured
prosperity the steel workers of Bellaire Successful Meetings at M. E. Church
—Personal Items.
—87 Quail Bagged by Two Nlnihave been forced to accept that reduc
Mr. Parkhurst, of New Castle, passed
rods’ in Two Days.
through the village 8unday evening.
tion of wages.

“If we are to have an era of prosperi
ty,” says the President, when his parti
sans have been boasting that we are
having an era of prosperity.

rp

■

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Friday,
December 24.1897, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
1st partial account of Wm. M. Koons, as
signee of Wm. Lahmon.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Friday.
We have a complete line of PI
December 24,1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st partial account of Joseph T. Cox. ad
ANOS, ORGANS, VIOLINS, BAN
ministrator of Harvev Cox.
JOS,
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.
GlITARS, flAKD0UN8' MUSIC BOXES,
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
IxM>k at tlie list below and it you see
and SEWING MACHINES—which
The following account has been filed for
would he useful and beautiful pres
settlement and w »1 be heard on Friday,
what you want come and see
December 24. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
ents for peisoiwof all ages. *
1st and final account of Oscar Rice, admin
istrator of John Young.
Come in and see our MUSIC CAB
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
INETS, MUSIC ROLLS and RACKS
at all prices.
CLCxLHS,
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
Cloth Capes.
The
following
account
has
been
filed
for
Plush Capes,
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
j
Fur Capes,
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
2d and final account of Wm. A. White, ad
Fur Collarettes,
C S&st "VLno Stroot.
ministrator
of
Cvnthia
A.
Butler.
Kid Gloves,
FRANK O. LEVERING.
SHiK EEESS PATTEKITS.
Probate Judge.
Silk Waist Patterns,
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
Umbrellas,
TableCloth Napkins,
French Cloth Napkins.
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
2d and final account of Christian Knox,
Chair Tidies.
trustee of Elizabeth Vernon.
. Towels,
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judve.
Silk Hose.
Mufflers.
NOTICE
OF
HEARING
AN
ACCOUNT.
Laundry Bags.
Table Covers.
The following account has l>een filed for
The Racket Store has been opened in the Peterman Block, corner
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
CT-6-ISrX) COVERS,
Main and Gambier streets, where you can find
December
24,
1897,
at
9
o'clock
a.
m.:
Silkollo Skirts.
2d and final account of Wilson Bufflngton.
Wool Skirts.
executor of Adam Weaver.
Articles for Household Use
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Fine Perfumery,
Probate
Judge.
India Shawls.
in TIN WARE, QUEENSWARE, WOODEN WARE, NOTIONS AC.
Fascinators.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
and at PRICES THE LOWEST YOU EVER HEARD OF.
XIB MITTSaTS,
iff
Wool Mittens.
settlement ana will be heard on Friday,
THE
RACKET STORE,
December 24. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Hat Pins.
2d and final account of Jacob Hays and
W. A. WOOLSON, Proprietor.
Stick Pins.
Lee A. Bell, executors of Reuben Debolt.
Sterling Silver Paper Cutter.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
SZXOE’E’lira- OB-A-a-S.
Probate Judge.
Purses.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
Muffs.
Boas,
The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Friday.
Counterpanes.
December 24. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
LEGAL ROTICB.
Ladles' Ties,
1st and final account of Rolen Simpkins,
Gents' Ties,
executor of Selay Simpkins.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
JOHN MELICK residing at Wichita. KanBoys’ Ties,
Probate Judge. .
sas, and Emiline Denny, residing at
Menu Books,
Geneva. Kansas, and the unknown heirs of
General Auelimieers.^v
Clipping Books.
I
Druzilla
Horn and Carolina Sellers will take
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
notice that on the 30th dav of November,
S TAJXPEB X»TS iTS.
1897.
Weller
Boner,
as
a
’
dmliffstrator
de
Stamped Linen Picture Frames,
n/:will be heard on Friday, bonis non of the estate of Aaron Melick. de SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO . . .
settlement and
id
Calico Wrappers.
ceased. filed his petition in the Probate
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
the
2d and final account of Thomas D. Court of Knox county,
. Ohio,. against
_______
Banning, executor of John D. Thompson, above named parties and others, praving for
who was assignee_of James Rogers.
*n order to sell the following described real
VESWJES AXI> ALL PUBLIC AUCTIOXS.
I estate, situate In the township of Wavne in
FRANK O. LEVERING.
the county of Knox, in the state of Ohio:
Probate Judge.
Situate in section 2, of township 7, in range Terms moderate.
P. O. Box 787
14 United States Military lands, and bound
a
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
ed as follows: Beginning at the east corner
ZeroyG. Hunt,
Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets, Mt. Vernon, O.
lands owned by William Wilkinson;
The followin account has been filed for of
thence south along the race and creekAlien
Beach.
settlement an will be heard on Friday, thence
north .thirty-three rods and nine
December 24. 1897. at 9 o’clock a. m.:
links
to
the
center
of
the
road
near
the
run1st and final account of Wm. M. Koons, as thence westerly with jhe road to the place
THE PEOPLE S DRV GOODS STORE.
signee of John J. McGough.
of beginning, containing five and one-half
FRANK O. LEVERING.
acres.
Probate Judge.
Also the following described real estate
situate in the countv of Morrow, in the state
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
of Ohio, and in Harmonv township, and
,g account has
nas been
neen filed
mea for
tor . UtownshinV1^
SS?tV’n
The following
will be heard on Friday ilA?.wn , J
United
States
settlement aniiI J
. .ne“raa. m.
on:
Military lands in said township,
county
and
December 24.1897.11at*-9De
o'clock
containing flftj- acres of land, more or
1st and final account of Lewis B. Houck, as state,
less, for the purpose of paying debts, costs We have an Endless
signee of J. Wilson Johnson.
of administration and legacies.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
defendants are required to answer on Variety of.............
50 feet West of the old
Probate Judge. orSaid
before the 22d dav of January. 1898 or
HARD AND SOFT.
PROMPT DELIVERY.
judgment
may be taken against them.
Postofflee on Vine street, C.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT
WELLER BONER.
As
administrator
de
bonis
non
of
the
estate
AOSfVufori^uror.,ect,on;
W. Ilger has opened a HAR
The followin account has been tiled for
Melick. deceased.<
settlement and will be heard on Friday, ByofF.Aaron
V. Owen. Attorney.
NESS SHOP, and as he has December 24. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Sterling Silier Xovelties. Phony goods,
1st and final account of Charles Murray, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, December l, 1897.
a very low rent, can
assignee of Noah H. Tilton.
Tilde ware, Optical goods, Fancy designs
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
in Watches, Hat Pins, fuff buttons, Scarf

B X-MAS Goods Now

Ready. 3

X - C-

3
^8

lii tlie History of Mt. Vcriioii.

We have just succeeded in secur
ing a contract for our spring stock of
clothing at what we consider the best
bargain we have ever obtained in all
our long experience as buyers, but to
do it we bad to contract for an im
mense stock, and to carry out our
agreement we

MUST CLOSE OUT OUR WINTER STOCK BY

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;
JUST WHAT IS NKEDSD IN MT. VERNON

JANUARY I,

1897.

It positively means the greatest
opportunity to buy clothing cheap ever
ottered in Knox County.

We mean just what we say—ALL
MUST GO BY JANUARY 1. *

Every Winter Garment Marked

Hunt

&

Beach,

for This

Sale.

Farm and Stock Sales
7.

Christmas
Presents.

SHOP.

AND BRIC-A-BRAC

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR
NESS CHEAPER

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT,
ig at
settlement and will be heard on
Than any establishment in December 24. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.: Friday.
1st and final account of Jerome Gaumer,
Mt. Vernon.
executor ot Peter Gaumer.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Trv him and be convinced.
Probate Judge.

VIIUIVJ

I. & D. ROSENTH IL, Proprietors-

W. S. Sperry,
HARNESS

Dowr

CITY BACK LINE

i

T. A. DAVIDSON, Proprietor,

1 wo fine
cases for sale cheap.

nickle-plated

show

COAL

pins, Vinaigrettes. Brushes, Chains, Lock LOWEST PRICES.

HONEST WEIGHT.

ets, Bracelets, Broaches, Bings, etc.

Leave call for all trairis for ba
and YOUNG & CLARK,
passengers at G. R. BAKER & s
Drug
Jewelers and Opticians,
Store. New telephone No. 8. at HOTEL
I SMITH. Bell telephone 104.
102 South Main Street

WILKINSON
409 W. GAMBIER.

4

CO.,
M. V. ’PHONE 14.

BRIGHT 3ITS_BT IMS.

A C ASE OF LOCKJAW

mi tin paiict fwi

Harry Welker. blast of the City, the

Gossip ol* a Week Boiled
Down

Viet in).

Will

Irliely Miami
Heretofore.

an

Cut llix Haml On tin* llluilu of

For

I lie

Perusal of tlie

Hasty Bender.
Slight Wreck nt Plctoria on I’., A. & C.
—Large Casting Completed nt the
Cnoper Works—Rev. I,. W. Multianc’s
Third Aevent Lecture—The Flood
Case Settled.

I*’eed Cutter and Teta

nus Developed.

Tlie Fxlra Ban Wot to he
Put On.

H «rry Welker, aged HI years, son of Wil
li uu Welker, redding a mile eist of the Council
c’D'-n^r the Balm ,r aanlta ium Is serlous-

ly ill of tetanus, or lockjaw.
Over a week ago the you ig man was en
gaged in operating a feel cutter at his home
when hecau<ht his hand in the machine
in sum i manner and the ling finger of his
right band was badly lacerated and cut by
the machine blade. Ha went to an old
corn c ib near, where loose dirt was lying,
and making a p'as'er of the mud, npplied
it to the i'jtry. The wound did not heal
raoli'y, but an the contrary bee, me *wollen and malignant.
When he arose on Siturdiy he noticed
that his jaws ware stiff and it vas with dlfficnlty that he talked or laughed. On Sun
day he attended services twice in the city
and noticed that the trouble w-»s increasing.
On Mondny afternoon Dr. A T. Ful'on was
call'd ami immediately discernel the na
ture of the atH'ctiou. He at once ad
ministered tetanus antitoxin to the suffer
ing vic'iin, c iiitinutng the treatment again
in the evening and Tuesday morning.
The young tnan improved ami it is
thought that he will rec »ver without any
further trouble. It ia thought that the
dirt which he pla>e l upon the cut contain
ed liege*msof e anus. which are suppos
ed to exist in s >ila formed of decaying
trees and manure.

Devoted Bui Little Time In
Its Regular Weekly ^Session—Bids
Are Kecehed for the Construction of
the High Street Sewer—Proceedings
in Detail.

TO THE

COAST.

B A O. Inauguruti ” a Through Ser
vice h'runi JJeivark.
For the convenience of itw- ' alilornia
patrons the Baltimore A Ohio railroul will
establish a personally conducted through
weekly tourist car service to the Pacific
Coast Tlie first car will leav» Newark, O.,
at 7:20 s. m., Thursday. December 16, and
will leave eacli succeeding Thursday at
same lime. The route of the car will he
through Newa*k, Cincinna i, Izmiaville,
New Orleans, El Paso via th» famous sunset
route, which is the ideal winter route, there
being no danger of snow blockades. The
eaatbound car will leave San Francisco on
each Thmsdsy from December 16 Thia
line of special car service should not be
confounded with other so called "Tourist
Car Li es.” for you will rot be required to
leave tire carat any point as the same c»r
leaving Niwatk will run through to San
Francisco a i bout charge on fast trains,
i'ar'i* s corremplating a ir!p to the coast
should I'-se no time in conferring with any
BAD agent or addressing R. C. Haase,
Train Pass. Agent, Newa-k.O , who will see
that you are reserved bertha in this car.
The rates for the berths in the cars are with
in reach of every one, thereby making
this ui'questiouably the most convenient
and comfortable way to rtach all points in
the far west.

Ohio Children's llofiie Hoclctr.

I P A SfLVEb WI’H E

BiBH j JlilOiSIHIH
May

L'licle

Rum's Mail Holes
Painted.

P6

WILL IIJIO JilltlilCI

lie Sewer For tlie City ot
Deliberated Tuesday Klgltt
It may be expected that before long the
Large Io Pay.
mail lioxt-s of tliisc:ty will be painted with
Without Verdict.

lie
Waft Indicted
For
Burglary and Larceny.
Clinton Touusliip Parmer Makes an
Assignment—George Butler Gets Out
of His Liquor Troubles Easily—

Franchise of Central Ohio Electrir
R. R. Lxtemltd.

aluminum paint, of a fronted a lute color,
from which the vermilliot lelteritig, "IT. 8.
Mail," stands out with great distinctness.
This s'inn it ui mi paint is anew thing,
■ nd is the invenli'-n of a man from Tj r-jtie,
Ba., John T. Cupper. Mr. Cupper was
iulroiliived to Sup*rintendrnt Mschen, of
the tree delivery service, by Congressman
Iiieks, of Aliooi.a. Mr. (. upper bad been
a house |>aiiiter iu Tyrone tip to that time,
and it was while wot king at his trade that
he made the discovery which has now
secured for him the job of painting Uncle
Sam’s mail boxe* at 50 cents each.
The aluminum paint has the advantage
that it dees not peel off from the iron boxes
like other paint*, and is therefore more
durable than the latter. It willalsobe very
attractive in appearance. Besides, it costs
less to cover a box with it than with the
best quality of vermillion. Superintendent
Maciieu does not think that the aluminum
paint will prove as durable in cities in
which much soft coal is burned and when
the air is full of the thick smoke a* otbet*
paints, because of the lightness of tiie
Cilor. L

Jt'RV IIIHAUREED.
Without any apparent effort at haste
— Retail price: Butter, 18; eggs, 22
John Buku*, ind'e'ed for burglary, was
Council
Mondny
eveuing
cam*
near
beating
— John MiOtult>nd has been oppointed
placed on trial fue-ilay. lire cise went to
ita reerd of twenty minutes of a week ago.
p >stm»ster at Utvsterville. vice 11 H. Tur
ihejury Tiresday evening, who wrestled
There
was
hut
little
to
do
a
id
they
wete
ner, removed.
with his guilt until Wehdesday noon, wlieu
not long in doing it. About the most im
— Guy
vrg’ famous minstrels are
they rejKirte l they were unahl-i to agree.
portant feature was the question of whether
hooked for the Woodward for Thursday
II. D. Critchfield, C. E. Colville and Col.
the city should have throe policemen or four.
evening, December 23.
W. C. Cooper defend d Bark us.
It was left undecided.
— Mrs. Edward Bell, of North Main
Every member was present, though sever
street, is suffirlng from a swollen arm
THE FRANCHISE EXTENDED.
al of them were tardy. Pieaident Bogaxlua
caused by blood poisoning.
Tlie ftancliire of the C Mitral Ohio Elec
stated that he had been requested by Sdic— Robert Hill was fined $8 60 by Mayor
tric Railway Co. was extended three years
itor Thompson, who was abse.it from tlie
by the County Commissione s Thursday.
Hunt Wednesday morning and ordered
city on business, to state that a letter h-*d
committed to the stone pile.
A remonstrance ha t be in presented signed
been received from Engineer Maintenance
by a portion of the pj >ple living along tlie
Way Leg, of the B A (>., in regard to the
— Mr. and Mrs James Burson, of Green
proposed route.
crossing over tlieir tracks at Burgess street
Valley, are the happy parents of a nine
That official expecs to he in the city in a
p >und daughter, who arrived Friday.
KENWOOD SECURES $25.
few days at which time he would like to
— The condition of Mrs. Curtis W.
The suit of Joe Henw rod against the Mt. Win. Cosner, of this City, Arrested
have a conferenca with the c inuiittee on
Stevens, who is ill at her hvnie on Eaat
Thursday
the matter.
O. Ii. Hartnpee, a Clem, Raises a Veruon Electric Railroad Cq. for damages
Vine at r eel, ia serious and her recovery is
waa tried before a jury in Cjmmon Pleas
The bids for the c instruction of the High
hardly hoped for.
Little Disturbance.
Court Friday. Tnecise was given to tlie
street sewer were opened by Clerk Chase,
— The Scientific American says 90 per
j iry at six o'clock, and after deliberating Charged With Uulawfully* Attaching
and were found to he as follows: J A
cent, of headache is caused by defective
John Cosner’s Name to a
Stoyle. $189; O. Ransom, $154 60; 8. B. Postmaster Critchfield Annoyed at un'il el-ven o’clock, were excused until
eyesight. Have your eyes examined by a
nine
o'clock
Saturday
morui::.*.
At
noon
Church, $145.32 Upon motion of Mr Ran
Note for $1J2S.
the Charges Which He Fully
Graduate Optician at J. D. Ankeny's.
Saturday ttiey returned a verdict of $25 for
som the bids were referred io the Sewer
and
Easily
Explains.
— A Farmers' Institute will be held at
Hen wood.
Committee and the Civil E igiueer.
PERSONAL POTPOURRI.
William Cosner. a well known young
Danville December 17 au^l 18. T. C. Saylin
Mr. West, for the l olice Committee, re
marriid man of this city, was arrested
and J. L Shawver are the slate »p»akers. Society’s Season of Entertainments ported that the blanks for the use of the
butler’s east- way out.
The trouble in the Mr. Vernon postoflice
Art excellent program will be rendered
George Butler, who was indicted on seven Tbursd iy evening as he alighted from a B.
telephone companies and the wa'chmaii at within the past week between Postmaster
and Parlies.
ilie fire department in registering the re Critchfield and O. L. H irtupee, a clerk, lias counts for violating the liquor laws, was A O. train, on the charge of forgery. Cosner
— J E Morris was held in $1000 hail >t
bruugbt intoCourl Monday where lie plead had been to Newark aud was reiuriiiug to
Pittsburg Tuesday on the charge of secur
The usual Tuesday nf ernoon meeting of ports of the polic-nun, were ready for dis- given rise to a number of sensational
ed
guilty to selling liquor to ChsrhsGam- his home here.
ihution.
rumors in connection with tlie affair. The
ing $l0a»f Chailes E. It ,berta >n, of M». Sornsis was held at the home of Mrs. Dr
The warrant was sw-arn out in 'Squire
Mr. Ransom off-red a resolution author- fac's in the case are ah jot as follows: In bl-, a mino*, and to k-eping a place fit tlie
LnJhcty, this county, on false represen Semple. Afar the usual routine bu-iness,
Blair's court, the prosecuting witness being
tations.
unlawful
sale
of
in
’
uX'tittiag
liquors
in
izuig
tlie
City
Solicitor
to
take
such
stipi
as
January,
1897,
Mr.
H
irtupee
went
to
wor<
ipio'.ationa from Tennyson were given in
The remaining five in M-. C. W. McKee, the well kn iwn loan and
the poHotfice- During February and Butler township
— The '■('< mini tire tf 24,” having in re-ponse to roll call. Mrs. Sample read one are necessary toward die c dketion of the
March he received $25 per month, for April, dictments wne nollied aud he was fined real estate min, From what could be
charge the enter'aioment of the G A- R. of the most interesting and instructive city’s share of the bridge fund,
SPECIAL COM.MtTTEa's REPORT.
May, June and July, $37 50 per month, and $100 each oil the ot Ii -r i wo, the tines being learned of the particulars, it appears that
encampn.cnt, met in the parlora of the papers yet presented to the clnh, the eut>j-ct
ou December 2 Cosner add a note of $125 to
Mr
Collins,
f
r
ihe
committee
hiving
in
for
August, Septemtie*, October and Nov remitted during good behavior.
Curli, House Wednesday evening and being "Eniniinent Amercm Hiitnrians.”
Mr. McKee. The note was signed by Wil
organised for work.
I*i a graphic way she told of the lives and charge the matter of the opening of Burgess ember. $4‘) |>er month. The three men on
liam Cosner aud hi9 uncle, John Cosner.
street
west,
niwde
the
following
report
em

lie
pay
of
the
depart
men
t.
are
Charles
V.
hie city sued.
— At the residence of her parents. Mr. works of Prescott, Bincroft, Motley and
Later, the note was sold to J dm D. Ewing.
Mar.aret J. Blauvelt ha* sue I the city for Mr. Ewiug’s suspicions were arronsed as to
and Mrs. John Wallace, in North Liberty, Ps’kman. Women as financiers was given bodying two propoiitio.ie: That the propo C'ilcliti-hl, ch’ef cle'k. $700 per annum, O.
sition
of
the
B.
AO
rai.rnad
company
in
Harlii|>ee. stamp clerk. $6*X) per annum, damage*, a-king $2,600. She claims that on
Miss Ida A. Wallace was united in mar as the topic for the next current events con
tlie authenticity of the signature of John
riage to Mr. loamont U. Cook, on December versation The club will meet December regard to the crossing ba rejected, and that aud Harry Magill,atamper, $30C per annum. West Hi. Ii etreet the curbing lias been Cusuer, and iu company with Mr. McKee
the
right
of
wav
lie
purchased
through
tlie
On
N
'Vemher
14
Mr.
Har
iioee
wrote
to
ra'sed s'X 'iichea abive the sidew ilk* to
9, by Rev. F. II. Huntsberger.
21st, at the G A. R hall. M tyor and Mrs.
lands of 8tokes, Mtreetor aud McIntire, a* the postotfice d-pir mental Wash'iretin to grade. a->d'Ii>t he eid-w-alks were uev»r he*weiit to that gentleman’s home neat
— The case of May C. Flood ngainst Hunt presented a beautiful black walnut the price agieed upon.
learn w tatralarv his position was entitled brought tc tlreir proper level with tl e curb Fredericktown and lean.el that the signa
ture was counterfeit- Then Mr. McKee
the Neil heirs and the city of Columbus hue gavel to Sorosis. made from wood cut by
Mr.
Myers
moved
that
tlie
p**opisi'ion
of
to
aud r?ceive«l a rep'y which sta e-l that the ing On September 18, 1897, whi’e pissing
been settled, the Neil heirs paying her Mr. Melvin Wing, 60 years ago.
the railroad company be rejected according salaries were fixe 1 by the department and from Canning's meat shop to her buggy, cau*ed tlie arrest.
$550, her physician bill and the costs.
Cosner w.-s formerly in the restaurant bus
to the recommendation of tlie commifee. that no salary of $40 p-r tu mill was paid,
Clarke Irvine, of this city, was attorney for
The regular meeting of the Social Science M . Welsh i tiered a motion to lay M*. the department ti (ing tha Hilaries in eve i which wa* s'ati >ned on the street, she iness in this city wiih his uncle in the
S
’
limbled
over
ihe
curbing
and
wis
thrown
Mias Flood.
stand now tccupied by Leroy. For some
Club was held at the borne of the Misses Mver's motion on the table for one wnk hundreds of dollars barer he addressed
into tlie gutter, bmliy c it'iug an 1 b-tiising rime he has been out of w >rk and in hard
— Knox County Pomona Grange will be Rogers, Monday evening. An inter, sting
bich prevailed.
noilier ie ter to 'lie dep .rtment asking f--r frer face. Hon F. V. Owen is her attorney.
linen financially. It is claimed by his
entertained at the regular meeting, Iieceni- program w»» given. Mrs- Ewalt g«'e an
Mr. Tliayei'e motion that the secon 1 the riw'er of the salaries of the cl jtks in the
ou
’
line
sxe
’
ch
nf
Nap
ileon
and
his
career.
friend* that lie watt forced to the deed by
ber 18. by Berlin Grange, No 193 The meetpart of the report, relating to the purciia e Io -al «dlh*e mid nceiVed a reply to the eff ct
CLIXTON TOWNSHIP FiRVER ASSIGNS.
ing will be held at ihe Berlin township Miss Bishop f illnwed with a talk about the of right of way, bi acrep ed. was laid upon that he was list»d at $600 and Harry B.
these circumstances, and that inasmuch as
-Z
David S. Steche-. a Clinton township he had the note dated one year ahead shows
louse, two and one-half miles north-eait of final fall of Napoleon and the restoration the table for one week by Mr. Appletou's Magill at $300 Upon receipt of this he
farmer.filed a deed of assignment in Probite
of the Bourbons Mrs. McIntire read a motion.
Fredericktown.
hirest-ed atio'her letter »o the department C itirt at fifteen minutes past eleven Tues that probably he hoped by that time to be
piper
on
King
Louis
Pblllip|>«.
The
club
THE POLICE QUESTIOg.
n which he arked why lie was listed at day. conveying all his property to Hon out of financial straits when he would have
— Senator Lake Jones attended a causua
Mr. Myers started the thing along by fn'O and w s only being paid $48’\ To tliie F. V. Owen for the benefit of crcditois. The paid off the note and all would have been
of Democratic Senators at Columbus last ahj turned until after the holi lay*; the next
week. He says that Democrats and Repub m-eiing will be January 3, '98, at the resi moving that the three po'icemen now on D(|tiiry came the request I hat lie forward a assigned property consists of 75 seres in well.
lie realiz'd on the note $110, and when
lic in members of the legislature favor the dence of Mr. J. M, Esalt, East Gambier du*y be ordered to patrol the city according wi-rn statement of the salary he had re Clinton township, and firming tools and
arretted bad $17 on bis person. He was
to the schedule of tha Police Committee. ceived fr >m the time lie became an employ implements.
feature of a fixed salary for c mnty officials. Street.
committed to jail in default of bail. On
He said that he was constrained to offer the of the postoffi e
■Orrville Crescent.
At the regu'ar meeting of the Monday
Monday lie succeeded in raising sufficient
This last imprest was complied with and
— Horace B ild win caused the arrest of club held Monday afternoon the following motion because of the fact that the M*yor
NEW cases.
hinds to pay oT the note, and the prosecu
had
neglected
to
present
a
name
lor
c
in.
he
statement
wa*
swo-n
to
bef
>
e
Mayor
./Robert Mulvaney, Tuesday morning, for an program was presented: ‘‘Fred-lick the
Tire* new cases w're filed Wednesday. tion has bean dropped.
tlleged a’sau't commiite i Monday night on Great,” Mr*. Arnold; "Leseing ” Misa Sarah Urination to fill the extra place on the Hunt. The fact that 'he request contained Dora Montgomery B|q»eals an action (rom
the kta'enien' that upon r-ceipt of the
,n, R rebel Smith, lying ill In one of B ild Ru sell; 'Moses Memiolssohn and Weimar," force.
THE COLONBV3 GOLD BUG.
Mayor Hunt made a few remarkn. He tfidavil tlie deps'tm-nt would take action tlie coml«>f 'jqii'ie E. It Cx»k, ol Hilliar
twin's house.-. Mulvaney waived examinv Miss Mulhane. All the papers on the pro
tow ship, wlmreiu Silas Woodruff obtained
Btion, and in default of $100 bond was com- gram showed great excellence and thought stated that prior to the as'ablishment of the n tlie ma ler perhaps c.iireed ilie s’atenrent a judgment for $5.75. Thompson and
stone pile the city had been at the mercy of to liecome cm rent that the office be e had
Failed to Explain Whether It Was
mi led to jail.
in preparation. The club will hold its next tramps and local chumctt-rs. But sine-* beed visited hv an insp»ci"r and also that Leanmn are her a’to -»iey».
of Foreign Origin.
a — Major Fote.«cue-Cole, of the British meeting January 10, 1898, having adj mrned then, the order of the city ia g >od and he
Hannah J. Mi Kinstry brings partition
"Did it ever occur to yon,” said Col.
Mr Criiil field wou’d resign a« postmaster,
army, delivered the third lec;ure in the for the holidays.
proceedings
egaini*t
Jacob
White
et
al.
ior
thought it could be preserved wi'h the nei h»r of whic'i sre tree.
Billy McElroy the other day when the sub
Knights of Temperance course, at the
partit ou of land in Howard township.
present force of three men. However, if
ject of the Hessian fly was being discussed,
Bos'
master
Critc.fi
-Id
was
seen
by
a
Parish House Wednesday evening. The
Mr. C. W. Baker was the gu st of Kenton the Council warded to make the expendi Banner r» p »rter, to whom fie freely gave a Gree & Greer and Hon. F. V. Owen for ’ that nearly every foe to the farmer’s crops
lecure was illustrated with s'ereopticon
ture fora fourth mau he would present a statement of tire difficulti**. H* stiteil pi dntiff.
friends 8tinday.
is of foreign origin? For instance, the
views and blackboard sketches, and was
The Columbus Insrel men* Company vs.
Mrs Judson Ball went to Sandusky Wed- name for confirmation. He wanted the hat Hirtti|»*e went upon tire ro«t«r of the I/zzie Harrington is a suit brought up Canadian thistle, the English sparrow, the
highly entertaining.
Council to unde stand distinctly, howevtr, department January 13, and that for a few
Hessian fly, and others of s similar charac
nrs lay morning.
— The larged.casting ever male in the
that the power of controlling the ft rce lay days p'ior thereto he came to tlie p -so ffi;e from tlie court of'Squire B .ker on error. ter. The American vege'ation in almost
Mrs.
P.
J.
D
’
Arcey,
of
Tiffin,
is
the
guest
Lu:z
Lu
z
fur
plaintiff,
H
up
.
F.
V.
Owen
city was completed at tlie C. it G Cooper
1th him, and he proposed to exercise if.
and woiked in order to ham hit position.
every instance, like the American Indian,
works Friday evening a*, aix o'clock. It is of her fattier, Mr. Patrick Taugher.
Mr-Myers’ resolution that the force be At that ti ne the only v caucy existing was for defendant.
has retreated before the advance of effete
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rese, of Howard, reduced to three men, was laid on the table hat of stamper, vacated by R »lli i Torrey,
a bed plate for a 30 by 60 eugine and
civilization, until now the purely Americau
weighs over 25 tons. The casting, under were ilie guests of relatives Sunday.
PROBATE NEW*.
by a motion of Mr. West.
at a salary r f $300 p«ryear S -lomon ^app
species is almost entirely extinct. Another
^ed irection of Foreman Win. Cureton, was
L. B. II tuck, ad minis tor of Sujpnnah thing peculiar to the American vegetation
Mr. C. C. lams waa the guest of li e
Adjournraeut was lukeu fur one week.
who had l> e-i employed as stamp clerk
a success fn every particular.
niolhei in Bucyrus the letter part of last
but who at ti nt'ime was ill, was still on Horn, lias filed a petition to sell real estate. was that it was not noxiou*. but on the
John T. 8mitii ha* been app rimed guard- c intrary of great value to man in the econ
— County Treasurer Vincent has request week.
THE REAPER’S HARVEST.
tire roster, anil remainid there until his
ed the Baknkb Io sta'e that all real estate
death 1 st Augu-t. Ilartiip-e p rforrned d<an of Dorcas Ba-tettler, giving $2500 omy of life, for instance the American, or
Mr Willard Armstrong was the gue-t of
on which the tax of last June has not been bis parents Sunday, returning to Mansfield Mortality of the City anil County for the duties of stamper ar the rate of $3oO |>er bond.
Indian corn, maize, as it was called by the
paid is subject to advertisement and sale Monday.
year. His salary was tlreii rnis« I April t
the Week
Indians’”
M IRRIAGE LICE'SES.
after Deo. 20, and all persons who do nut
to $37.50 per month, the extra $125’) b.-ing
The Colonel let himself loose at consider
.Mr.
John
H.
Stevens
spent
8unday
in
Elmer Pipes aud Marie M. Andregg.
want their land advertised in the delin
•aid • lit of 1’- s mestei Cri'cbfie d's own
able length upon tins subject, one on which
JOHN PENMCK
New
irk,
the
guest
of
bis
brother,
Mr.
Oscar
John M. Lewis and Blanch Burger.
quent list should pay the taxes by the
i cket. During this per'o I and up until
he is pertecily familiar. But when the re
John Peunick. aged 79 years, a w II
S evens.
above date.
porter suggested that the gold bug was de
known resident of Utica, died suddenly at he death of Mr. Sapp it «os nrcesnry to
Mr.
J.
A.
Schaeffer
is
the
guest
of
his
stroy ing the farmers’ crops at a greater rate
* — The estimated gross earnings of the
his home Tues lay night. Tlie funenl will employ cx'ri help in order to do the work
if the office, ami positions were filled at
than almost acy other insect, he took his
Baltimore and Ohio Railroul for the mouth friend, Mr. J. Austin, at Calumbui, for a take place Tbursd >y morning at 11 a. m
leave without vouchsafing the information
of November, 1897, were $2,250,077, a gain few days.
and intern ent be ma e ii> Owl Creek ceme differrtit limes by other help.
Miss Marie E ving has re urned after a tery. •
When Mr Sapp died list August H.r- The News aud Republican Go After whether this insect was of foreign origin,
\ over’■November, 1890, of $66,861. The
upee was imide stamp clerk and his salary
or not.
Strasburg and Harrisonburg branch earned pler.sant vitit with her friend, Mias Baxter,
Each Other Hard.
DAVIDbOM.
hcreased io $50 |>er mo ult. At tha' time
io November, 1803, $10 505, hut as it is not of Mansfield.
A E. Davidson, aged 81 yeare.an old and it was understood between the Bos' master
now a part of the system the legitimate
M s. Thomss 3 Phillips, of Green Val
He's Cheerful.
Ilie Former Accuaed of Stealing the
gross increase for November, 1897, is $77,366 ley, entertained a number if her lady venerated resident died at the home of bis and Mr H irliq e*, th it $:0 was to ba paid
Colonel B. L. McElroy, of Mt. VernoD,
1 atter’a News, and There
daughter, Mrs. C.. P- Gregory, on West be o her c erks for tlie ex' a work that
Ohio, ex-State Oil Inspector, was at the
— In tb?8 issue of the Bannkk the Kil ftiendaat dinner. Wednesday.
High street early Saturday morning, of
You Are.
Grand yesterday, still a believer in Hanna’s
bourne it Jactbs Manufacturing Co., of
Mr. W. 8. Dickinson, of Cincinnati, was paralysis. Mr. Davidson was born in this ftII upon them an I will h belong-d to the
star of hope.—Enquirer. Sunday.
Columbus, make an annonnciment that the guest of bi* son, Mr. A C. Dickinson, city November 28, 1816. For years he was duties of Mr Har.tip-e, who had not yet
become proficient enough to (rerform all the
For several days iast w«j. k there was a trop
will be of much interest to many peoplein last week returning bo.ne Friday.
in tlie grocery busimss and later was a duties of his position. Thi> work was dis ical time in the old town. The two
Knox county. They state that they desire
M *. George B-own w is the guest of Mr. book-keei>er at the Coojer Works. He.is
Notice to Hunters.
to buy elm, beech, sugar, oak and ash lum aud Mrs. W. B. Wilkinso i over Sun lay, survived by the following children, bis tributed between the other clerks according Republican dailies got into each other's
to the agreement.
wigs in a way that was truly exciting, and
AU the land owners of Monroe town
ber in large quantities. The Kilbourur it leaving for Cincinnati M nday no»n.
wife having died several years ago: John
No con.plaint was ever made bv Mr. Har- perhaps interesting. Their lurid word ship have agreed to prosecute, to the
Jacobs Company is thoroughly reliable, ai.d
The whist fiends were pleasantly e. ter- P. Davidson, of Kirkwood. Ill ; Truman A,
those who are Interested in the matter will tained by Mr. II. E. E’gleston, at hish me, Davidson, of this city; M. M Davidson, of tupce to the Bosim-sler, the latter having pictures put to i-liame the aurora borealis, full extent of the law, all persons hunt
no knowledge of any dissatisfac.ion until which, had its s-ason been lure, would ing and shooting on th-ir premises
do well to look up their advertisement on on Eaat Gambier street, Friday evening.
Springfield: Mrs C. P. Gregory and Miss after the same appeared in tlie newspapers have hid its face for very envy. At any without tlie consent of the owners
this page of the Bannrr.
M**. Will Sanderson, who was cillel here Sarah E. Davidson, of this city. The fu of the city.
rate the history of the panorama is woilh thereof.
— A party of Mt. Vernon cpialist* ha e by the death of his sist ir, Mias Myrtle, re neral occurred Monday afternoon.
Mr. Crdchlield ft >her sated that tlie a short telling. Tlie Republican cl timid
obtained control of tlie gas and electric turned to Lafayette, lud , Sunday noon.
t >tal t< s er srl*ry ss fix-d by the depsr - that its "scoops” were being divulged and
light plants at Hillsboro. Tbeir inveitWHITE.
meol H> which Mr. Hariui»e was entnled that the News was obtaining the informa
Mrs. J. J. Henry and daughters, M s»ee
~*' nieul amounts to $16,000 which represents
John A While, a well known farmer re
fo-tire c lire tin e «>f bis emp’oyment iu 'ion they contained. So they fixed up a .. LUMBER WANTED . .
a controlling interest in the concerns Those Katl erine end Grace, were the guaits
siding four miles west of the city, died at
Vie |*oatofiice is $352.61, and that ha had bogus special Wednesday afternoon and
Cdtimbus
fr.ends
the
latter
part
of
the
interesled in the deal are B. L McElroy, F.
the Curtis House Saturday evening at 6
THE KILB0CBNE* JACOBS M’PO.
bee.• paid in * Dry $362.50 bring «n ov i- telet h >n»3 the Western Union to sends
o'clock, as a lesult of a stroke of paralysis
L. Beam, Postmasier C. K. Critchfield and week.
CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO, are now in the
piyiirent
of
$10.49,
not
counting
be
$10
p»T
messenger
b
>y
after
it.
1
be
boy,
Howard
Mr. and Mr*. J. C. Hunt gave a supper which he sustained during the afternoon at
son, Charles. The intention of the gentle
luoutb pain other help as ,*r agre. ill-lit.
H II, arrived shortly after one o'clock, was market for lumber, buying elm, beech,
men ia that as soon as Mr. Critchfield'e teres last Tuesday to a number of relatives in the office ot Greer A Greer.
g
veil the special and d< pa ted. As lie was sugar, oak and ash, in large quantities.
in the postoflice expires, Charles Critchfield honor of Mr. C. O. Hunt's t*enty-firat
F.r. White, who is a well known farmer,
suspected i f the leak he was watched, and They are quoting current cash prices
HOLIDAY EXCURSION*.
will go to Hillsboro and take charge of tlie biitbday.
had come to tire city the during forei oon
the R publican claims that he read the
plants.
The regular mealing of the Beetliown on matters of business. About noon lie Excellent Advantages offered Excur special while yet at the t-o tom of their and solicit correspondence from anyone
in a position to supply them with the
— In going down a steep bill near Pictoria, club was b»ld at the home of Mrs. Wilb.r walked into the office of Gieer A Greer, who
st-iiway Going out upon the street la
sionists By C.; A At C
above kinds of lumber.
Saturday night, an extra north bound C.. M m lay evening. A delightful program Ve his legal advisors, and was ei gaged in
nu't his cousin, Ralph Gantt, to whom he
ii'Uiveisaii hi with R M. Gr«er in tiie pri
A. A C. freight broke in twr. At the bot w **re n l»re I.
For the Christmas and New Yeai h lid ijs i* alleged to have told the contents of the
tom of the bill the rear pirt ran into the
Mrs John Z nk, of Buda, III., and Mrs. vate onsu ta’ion ro in. Suddenly he top the C., A..t C. railway w II sed excursion special. G mit hurried to the News office
front part, demolishiug two b »x cars aud R.ibt McKee, of Galva, III . who have been pled aud fell from the chair in which he tickets o all local stations on their line at a>d del vered
Iris iu formation and
eight empty gondolas. The wrecking crew the guests of tbeir sister, Mrs. Tbov. Hunt, was sitting. Dis. A mien trout and Fulton rate of one and one-lbird fire for the r«»n d tint ng l’* eliioi of th i News conBargains in Boots ard
had the track clear in about three hours. returned home last Thursday.
were het<ti'>y mm mom <1 and the prostrate trip. Tickets on sale December 24, 25, 31 tai e<l an bCCi'Unt of he horrible action of
Shoes
every day at Mc
Nobody is blamed for the wreck, which ne
man
was
removed
on
a
stretcher
to
a
room
and Jammy 1. Good f»r g dug pis* ge the tlute humps near Sparia a.**auliing a
Mr. Hsrrv Book*, wh-» h is b *en *pendcessitated the taking of the special with 1 ig a few diys with bis wife, left Munday in the Cur is House.
only on date of sale and good returning up young lady. No accouut appeared iu the Fadden’s.
“Jack aud the Beanstalk” company over for Sabina, where he has a large c intract
Everything poselole to medical skill was to and including January 4 1898.
Republican, as a matter of course. Having
the Dresden Branch, as also No. 28. No. for'putting iu the water works.
done for the unfortunate man, but he con
In addition, the above rate and anange- thus caught their betrayer, the next edition
27 went around by tlie T. W. V. A O an J
tinued Io grow worse during the afternoon
Miss A la Curtis and Mr. H. C. Devin and diet! at six o’clock. His remains were ment will be effective to slati >ua on the fol of the Republican, Tbursd*)- evening, con
the branch.
WHY . . .
lowing lines: AnnArbrr; Baltim ire and tained a two-coluiun account of the trans
were in Columbus to s»»end the wedding of
— There is a warm railway fight io pro Mr Geo. Patters and Misa Florence Taft, removed to his late home from which Ohio; B. AO. S. W. including St. Liuis and action.
Are thej* always busy at H. G.
place the funeral occurred Monday.
gress in Columbus, Ohio, about the theatri which was solemnized Tue'day evening.
SEILER’S Meat Market?
On Frl lay evening the News took a no
J/juisville; Chicago and Erie; Cincinnati
Mr White was a man well advanced io nd Muskingum Valley; Cincinnati,Hamil tion to get back and devoted several
cal traffic between that place end Toledo.
Because they keep the liest the
Miss Mamie G »rd >n entertained th years, being over seventy years of sge. He ton and Dayton; Cincinnati Northern; Big columns to lacerating the shortcoming* of
Until two or three weeks ago the Hocking
markets afford. If you do not
owned
considerable
property
and
was
con

P«s*ime
Club
Friday
ivening.
I
i
the
en
believe it just go and try some of
Valley and the Ohio Central have been
Four Rout* (nil Divisions);Cleveland L «rain their rival They claim that the news was
their Buffalo hams, good old fash
pooling this traffic, but suddenly tbeO., A. teitainment of the evening a guessing con sidered well to do. Of recent years be bai «t Wheeling; Cleveland Tarmiual A Valle ; received by them in good faith, and that
ioned sausage, and nice corned
& C. discovered that in connection witli the test, the prize was won by Mws Nellie Mc bad dilMcultiea with his sons which wor Cleveland. Canton A Southern; C »lu uhu*. they had no knowl dge that Gantt bad ob
beef. While you are there /leave
Wheeling it has a good line to Toledo. The Fadden. Tenipting refreehmens were xied him greatly. He was generally es Hocking Valley A Toledo: Erie (competitive tained it in any unfair manner.
your order for a can of strictly
tet ni <1 and respected by all his friends.
time has been reduced by them to nine served.
The two p tp*rs a re the deadliest of entpoints west of Salamanca only;) Dayt »n A
pure, home made lard, and ask to
hours, aud now the hulk of the traill : goes
Union; Detn.lt A Lima Northern; Detroit, miesandare fighting a war of extermins.
Dr. R. R. Black left for Galion Saturday
see their nice fresh oysters.
Royal Arch Masons.
to them. Keen competition 1ns resul eJ, where he will locate. The I). c*or is i
Toledo and Milwaukee; Flint and Bere Mar tion. The strife for news between them is
In fact you will find everything
C inton Chapter, No. 26, R. A. M., elected quette; Grand Rapid* A Indian tpulis; Like great aud each is bend ng every effort to
and it is jmssible that tlie bottom will s »on genial gentlemen and an excellent fellow
kept in a first-class meat market.
the
following
officers
Friday
evening:
be knocked out of rates —Eiqnirer.
Shore and Michigan S iuihern; Louisville outdo the other.
While with Dr. John E. Ruesell
made
High Priest—Harry C. Devin.
H.G. SEILER,
and Nashville (to Louisvilleo 1> ); M cliigau
— Rev. L. W. Mulbane* third alvent hosts of friends in the cl y who regret his
King—Dennis Qnaid.
18 NORTH MAIN.
K of H. Officers.
Central (except no tickets add to p tints in
lecture, on the question, “Who Cm For depsrture but who wish him all possible
Scribe-Cnarles C. lams.
Knox lodge, Knights of Ilonj*, elected
Canada); Yew York, Chicago an I St. L mi-;
Captain of tbs Host-Russell J- Ash.
give Sins?” was delivered Sunday evening. well doing in his new home.
Biincipal Sojourner—Will E. Grant.
Norfolk A Western (Sciot > V -lley D.v s:on); the f. Rowing oiliceis Thursday evening:
The question, he said, was anewe e I by two
Royal Arch Captain—L’harlps H. Grant Northern Ohio; Ohio Central Lines; I’ennAmong those who attended the perform
Bast Dic'ator—M. H. Kaufman.
texts, "The Hon of Mau Hath Power on
Grand Master Third Veil—James H
ance of "Jack and tlie Beanstalk" at the
Dictatoi- Charles R. Quidore.
►ylvania
Lines
West
of
Pittsburgh;
Pit
s
Earth to Forgiv»8.ns,” a id * Wnose Sios
Great Southern, Columbus, Saturday even Sni'tli.
Vice Dictator—R W. Johnson.
Grand Master Second Veil—Frank O burgh A We*tern; Toledo, St. Louis and
You Shall Forgive, They are Forgiven
Assistant Dictator—Wm. Sanderson.
Kansas Ci y; Vandalia L’ne; Wabash (to
Thera.’’ The question ia answered by God ing, were Messrs. Alex. Jones, John Coup, Levering
Grand Master First Veil—Wm. H.Thomp
Guide —Alfred Upfold.
points in Ohio, Indiana A Illinois); Whed
Himself, as stated by Father Mulhane in R. J. Ash, W. H. Pratt. Dwight Curtis, Chas. son.
Curtis, Harry C. Devin, C. H. Grant, Pro
C'laplaiu—J. H. Branyan.
ing A Lake Erie.
Treasurer—A. D Bunn.
the second part of his synopsis. Some peo
bate Judge F. O. Levering, Sheriff J. I).
Reporter-Frank Branyan.
S-cretary—8am'l H Peterman.
On tickets sold to points in Michigan the
ple grant that this power was vested alone
Guard—C. P. Gregory.
Smoots and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Financial R-por'er—Wm. F. Gantt.
rate
will
be
two
cen's
per
mile
in
each
direc

in the Apostles, but if so. then they only
Trustee* »nd Directors of Masonic Temple
Treasurer—W. H Fink.
Co. —D B Kfk.W-M K ons, A. I). Bunn tion via route of ticket.
had the power to baptise. But we know Stevens.
Guardian —R G White.
Excursion tickets for the use of children
that God, only, has the power to forg ve
Immediately following the election the
8entinel—J H. Bowers.
between the ages of five and twelve will be
men their sins, and this power He vested in
officers
wre
ins
alled
and
the
convocation
Women’s Relief Corps.
Trustees—Max Meyers, J. W. Johnson,
sold at one-balf the adult price.
Christ. By making our onfesiion before
The Women's Relief Corps, of Joe Hooker closed with a banquet,
For students going home for the Chris’ Silas Cole.
Him He will grant full absolution.
Post, G A. R., elected the following officers
See our complete
Pubic Library Notes.
D's rict Deputy— J II. Branyan.
mas and New Year Holidays the C , A. A
_ The habeas corpus case of Dr. Clinton Friday evening:
Last month 1862 books were loaned, an C. Railroad Co. will sell excursion tickets to
line of Family Bibles
L 8app, who thinks that he would like to
President—Mrs. Martha Hunt.
Kenyon College.
average of 74 per day.
all stations on their lines, also, to points on
out of the asylum, has gone over until
S V. President—Mrs (/inretta Fowler.
Mr.
C.
A.
Williams,
’
99,
has
been
chosen
and our SPECIAL S.
Prof.
Ralph
Curtis
Ringwalt
presented
his
many
other
lines
in
this
territory
at
rate
ot
J. V. President—Miss Lizzie Trimble.
Jewett divorce case, which still
fo ttball captain f r the next year.
work, “Briefs for Debate," a very valuable one and one-third fare for the round trip.
Treasurer
—
Mrs
Caroline
Waddell.
S. Teachers’ Bible,
rds to the delight of the lobby
A telej'am was received from New York
Chaplain—M'S Carrie Tilton.
accession to tlie Library.
Tickets will be sold only on certificate of
made on the question of
Conductor—M<s Belle Mitchell.
Master Deso Kirk gave Henty’s "Lion principal officer of colleges, seminaries or on Friday afternn >n annotn ring the death
printed from NEW
Guard—Mrs. Jennie Andrews.
beard
Mr. Keatof the North," a story of the times of universities. Good going oily on da'e of of Mrs G T. Be<l-ll, wife of the late Rt.
Delegate-Mrs
Flora
Harter.
e Stale hospital,
PLATES. Full leath
Gustavus Adolphus.
Alternate—Mrs. Ward.
sale aud for continuous passage only, in Rev. G. T. Bedell, bish ip of Ohio. The toll
tlie rec
ing of the ci apoi b>-ll soon told the sad
O'gsnist—Mrs. Hall.
The
L
A
W.
Bulletin
and
Good
Roads
is
either
direction
within
limit
of
the
vacation
er
and
complete
oil, but
Ins alling Officer—Mrs. McIntire.
now sent to the reading table each week period, but in no case later than lunuary news to the p-ople o ■ the hill Mrs. Bedell
helps for $1.25.
w«* one of Ke tyon’s g ea'est benefictors.
The following new books have been pur 11, 1898.
________________
The remait s were brouuht to Gambier
chased: Whitman’s Imperial Germany
GAMES. BLOCKS, and FANCY
Sheriff Sales.
— Will Baker, (lie well known restaur- Tu slay ami the fum ral toi.k place the
GOODS for CHRISTMAS PBE8BNTS.
'voiigy, Dec. 30, the Robert Miller resi- Goodyear’s Roman and Medieval Art, Pelli
>yon East Gambier street: ap- son’s Roman Life in Phiny's Time, Thatch anteur, gave a delightful gam? snpper, con wne aftmi'ion.
sisting of quail, oysters and celery, at his
Bresideut I* er e sp°nt Sunday in P'qua. ” R. I. ARNOLD & CO.,
le of Columbus Ewalt, er’s History of Medieval Europe, Hender
Ilia South Main Street.
j
Bexley ball uluses nextSnurday, Dec. 18,
bowling
alley
on
West
Vine
street,
Tuesday
son's
Social
Spirt
iu
America,
Doyle
’
Miller: S. R. Gotj
and
the
Eist.r term will begin Jan. 11.
evening,
to
a
number
of
his
friends.
I White Company and Prisoner of Zenda.
•a attorneys.

FOR FOHGERY

THE POSTOFEICE TROUBLE.

NEWSPAPER WAR.

BIBLES,
TESTAMENTS,
PSALM BOOKS,
PRAYERS and
HYMNALS.

L

I PATRIOTS OIUEHUB.

The field secretary of ibis society Will be
ifi the city ibis week, having spent last8un
day and following days at Newark, where
he lias addressed ten different congregations Knox County I*a<ly Whose
He is seeking good homes in private fami
Father Was
lies for orphan* and de,»endent children.
The O. C. II. S. has place-1 out more than
300 of our stale clril Iren, who are taken to
A Soldier in the Continen
new surroundings that lltey may begin life
tal Army.
afresh and that tlie foster pirents may not
be molested.
The President of the U. S. has been its
president since its organization. Any one Mrs. William Pearl, Wa* Born ill Pleas
ant Township, Her Father Being Oy
wishing a boy or girl of any age, from
babyhood to 13 years, should apply at once
ster Doty—She Now Resides Just Over
to Mr. IL Veysey, General Delivery, Mt
the Knox County Line In Morrow
Veruon,O.
______
County.

Claim of JIea»*rM. .lieFeely
oikI Collins.
Both of These Gentlemen, Who are
Fathering the Project, are Positive
iu Their Assertions aud Give Reas
ons Therefor—Those Who Want the
Sewer Will Pay For It.

Holiday Reduction.

Inasmuch as there appears to be a lack of
uudeiatauding among the residents of the
city, and especi illy those within the prepnsed eastern sewer district, concerning the
proposed sewer, the Banner sought Mr. E. J.
McFrely and Mr. A. 0. Collins, coancilmen
front tlie Third ward, and requested them
to explain certain questions that have arisen
in connection with the dUcussiou of the
question.
"Will there be any deficiency for the city
at large to stand," was asked them.
“There will be no such deficiency. One
contractor iu this city and another living
in another city have both estimated careful
ly on the plans and agree that the sewer
will not cost more than $10,000. The
amount to be realized by assessing the
property facing on the sewer at fifty cents
per front foot will be over $11,000. Thia
surplus of $1,000 will caver any incidentals
that may be incurred by any changes tliat
are apt to be made- Another redsou why
we state sop sitively that there will be no
deficiency for the city at large to pay, is be
cause our plans are an almost e tact dupli
cate of tb« se of the Oberlin system, aud
aving their exact figures as to cjst, we
can rtasiuably claim that it will not cost
more to build the sewer in this city than it
cust at that place. In the Oberliu system
wo pi|>es are u*»l, while our plans provide
for but .one pipe. We are enabled to do
this on account of grades in this city, which
are steep enough to allay any fears of the
accumulation of sewer gas.”
* How about the claim that people who
reside in the sewer district but do not face
on the piopoted route of the sewer having
to pay their share of the cost, when the>
will .receive no benefi f om tiie improv,
ment.”
"That is an erroneous impression that
seems to have gotten abri a*l among some
of our people. The sewer is taxable only
to those who face on the route and who re
ceive direct benefit from it. A person re
siding in tlie district but not o i ike route
of the sewer, will have nothing to pay.”
"Do the people of the district want tbi*
sewer?”
“The best answer to that question is to re
fer you to the petitions which have been
filed with the counc-1 in favor of it. They
represent the will of the people iu the mat
ter, and as you know, they contained the
almost unanimous representation ofthed'Strict. The people who S'gned those peti
tions want the sewer, and are willing to
pay for it."

For the Christmas and New Year holi
days, the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus
Railway, will sell low rate excursion tickets
to all point* on ita line and to prominent
points on connecting railroads. Ticketaon
sale December 24th, 25lii and 31st, 1897,and
January 1st, 1898, good returning until
January 4th, 1898. Ask agents for partic-ilars.

DANVILLE FARMERS
To Hold Tlieir Third Annual Insti

tute This Week.

A Program of Great Interest

With

Entertaining Lectures For

Two Days.

The third annual institute of the Dan
ville Farmers’ Club will be held in Dan
ville Friday and Saturday of this week.
The following ia tbs excellent pr igram that
will be presented:
FBIl'AV FORENOON, UECEMBKR 17.
Music—Brethern Cnoir.
Fields aud Fence* - T. C. Laylin, Nor
walk, Ohio.
Discussion—Benj. Wander.
Farm Accouuis -John L Sbawve<*, Bellef <ntaine.
Discussion—A. J. Workman.
Music—Brethern choir.
AFTERNOON* SESSION.

Music—Christian choir.
Farm Problems—T. (’• Laylin.
Discussion- Philip Conkle.
Recitation—Mrs. Ed Wander.
A paper—T. B Durbin.
Music— Christian choir.;
Clovere aud Their Values—J. L Shawver.
Discussion—Joseph Colopy.
Music-Cbrietiau choir.
KVKNINU SKSH1ON, 7:00.
Music—Methodist choir.
Address, "Our Government Nit s Rep
resentative Gov rnment"—Prof. Frank H.
Roberts.
Music—Methodist choir.
Recitation—Vernice Hunter.
Seed-time and Harvest —John L.81iawver
Theory—Gtternza Workman.
Practice—Cory Beam.
Music—Methodist choir.
Genius in Farming—T. C. Liylln.
Music—Mediodist choir.
SATURDAY FORENOON, bE"X.MHKB 18.
Music -St. Luke's choir.
Kar«s, and Their Cost—John L. 8hawver.
Discussion-Samuel Mills.
Address—Clinton M. Rice.
Cure of Brood Mares—M. T. Gaines.

The Sparta correspandent of the Center
burg Gaz-rite, ha* this to say of a distin
guished lady, who was born in Kunx
County: In a paper recently we noticed
this statement: “There are but five daugh
ters of Revolutionary 9 ildiers in Ohio, aud
the younge*’ grinds » 1 is about 60 years of
age.” No <1 nib*, ih-tre are people in this
township wh 1 are ig-iorvut of the fact that
we have such a daughter.
Your corre*p<indent visited the lady re
cently and obtained tlie following fac’s.
Her father, Oyster D ity, lived in Susiex
Co , New Jersey, and when only 15 years of
age he entered the war, remaining until lie
was 22. The records at Washington show
that in 1832 he applied for a pension and
obtained a m re pittance. He was 75 yesra
old at this time, and soon niter died. He
was only given credit f »r one year of actual
service, and that after he was 21 years of
age.
When he came to this state he live! in
Pleasant Tp , Knox Co., about 5 miles from
Mt. Veruon and South East of Hunt s Sta
tion. Here tiie little .daughter was born,
Feb, 1808, who was named Nuticy. At
the age of 20 she was married to Wil
liam Pearl and after living east of Mt. Ver
non for four years, moved to this township,
which was then in Knox county. She now
resides on the same farm and has lived
here 66 yeats. It is about two miles east of
Sparta on the Fredericktown road Eleven
children came to tbeir home, ten of whom
are living, eight boys and two girls. Her
husband died about 35 years ago.
The Doty family were noted for their .
longevity, but Mrs. Pearl ia (lie only sur
vivor.
8he has a remarkable ineuury, says she
well remembers seeing anoldersistersitting
in the door of the weaving house, and while
the tears fell fast woiked the name of her
-oldier brother in his blanket, just as he
waa starting to the war of 1812, says the
yarn she use,! was butternufcolors.
Mrs. Pearl's avocation besides caring for
her large family was that of weaving, and
kept at her work until about two years ago.
She lias walked to the neighbors a half a
mile away, the past summer. Her sou,
James, lives in the house with her, while
George, the youngest, aged 41, lives across
the road.
She has never been outside the state.
U. V. L. Ottlcera.

Music-Si. Luke's choir.
Union Veteran Legion, No 35, elected the
Origin and Fertility of the Soil—T. C. following officers Tuesday evening:
Lxyiin.
Colonel—L. G. Hunt.
Discussion—Amos Clark.
Experience iu Poultry Raising—R. 1'.
L». Colonel—George Murray.
Beum.
Major—James A. Stephens.
Discussion—A L. Dunlap.
Surgeon—Dr. E. R Eggleston.
Music -St. Luke’s choir.
Chaplain—A. Cassil.
AFTERNOON SESSION, 1:30.
O. of the D — M. M. Murphy.
Music—3d year pupils.
Q. M —O. G Daniels.
Address—Hon. A. J. Workman.
Maintainanoe of Fertility— T. C- Ioiylin.
Trustee, 3yrs.—Chas H <J*barn.
Discussion—Israel Lanning.
A Farmer’s Library—W. II. Yearley.
Music—3d year pupils.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Paper—"Mj* Experience! in the West"—
Jos. Blubaiigti.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab
Household Helpe—John L. Shawver.
lets. All druggists refund the money if
Election of officers.
it fails to cure. 25c.
Music—3d year pupils.
The officers of the club are: D. C. Whit
ney, president: B. R. Parinr, vice president
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
J. E. Dougherty, secretary.

New Pullmans For B. and O. R. R.
The new sleeping car* that Pullman's
Palace Gar Comp iny has p’acad in service
within the past m in'h on the Ililtimore
and Ohio Rsil Road between Baltimore and
Louisvil'e, Kv. are quite an improvement
over those herelofire us*d oi that line
They have large smoking rooms and extra
sizj ladie* toilet room, a fe iture which will
be thoroughly appreciated by the fair sex
ho have had to dress in some of the Co
lumbian cars hitherto used between those
cities.
The Chicago and New York service has
been improved by the addition of 7 Pullman
cars whib the Buiimtn people say are the
best cars they operate anywhere. They
have lmge smoking rooms, large ladieLinoleum at Beam’s 12 feet wide.
toilet rooms, etnpier deck and all the new
Go to the Wark art studio for your
features that the company has recently
Xmas photos.
introduced.

Corrected weekly by the North-West
ern Elevator & Mill Co.
Wheat.................................................. 88
Corn................................................... 30
Oats...................................................
18
Taylor’sDiadem Flour.................... $1.45
House keepers, tjo to Beam’s for
“
Best Flour........................ 1 35
Charity Ball.
dishes and house furnishing goods.
Bran, per ton.................................$ 13.00
The Odd Fellows of this city have ar
Shorts, per ton............................... 13.00
ranged for a charity ball to be held in the
flO Dinner Sets 100 pieces for $6.50 at
Cash paid for wheat.
Armory on next Tuesday eveuing for the Frank L. Beam’s.
benefit of the orphan's home, at Springfield,
You can get the best in large photos
onnelli's orchestra, of Columbus, will furat the Wark art studio.
isli the music.

When you want the best groceries at

DOUBT IS NEVER ALLOWED

— William Beckley ."while unloading a the right prices go to Warner W. Mil
furnace at the Biltimore and Ohio dejiot ler’s.
Wednesday morning, had the misfortune to
Have you seen those p'etty dishes at
lose two of his fingers on his right hand by
catching them beneath the heavy castings Arnold’s? Shapes and decorations so

To enter our Prescription De
partment. There are no doubt
ful drugs in it, and'hurry and
carelessness are never allowed
to cast doubt upon the medicine
we 'dispense.

pretty and prices so low.

Fine Farm Fur Sale.
21f> acres adjoining the village of
Howard, railway station within 300
yards; good springs and running water
for stock; well timbered and as pro
ductive a farm as can be found in the
county. Will sell all or part cheap.
Inquire of
A. Cabsii., Mt. Vernon.

For your stomach s sake chew Soda
Mint Gum. Save the coupons and se
cure knives, watches, bicycles and dia
monds, at Warner W. Miller’s.

Are you

Rogers & Bros., silver plated ware, We do all in our power to
the Wm. Rogers M’f’g. Co., silver plated furnish drugs that will secure
ware at Beam’s. You can take your the recults desired by your Phy
choice, both makes guaranteed.
sician. Taking cheap drugs is
You can save money on silverware at false economy. We promise
E. O. Arnold’s. Genuine Rogers goods
cheaper than any other place.
you the best.
Go Io the.Wark art studio for your
crayon photos they are the best in the
city.

Ready for

Ualvauic Soap. Galvanic Soap.
Try it for general use and you will use
no other. Only 5 cents a cake at Warner
W. Miller’s.

Winter?

RY IS WITH YOIR IEXT PRESCRIPTIM.
Phone 263.

No. 26 Public Square.

ED. DEVER, Mt. Verdon, Ohio

1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide, 6
feet long, mounted on spring rollers at
Frank L. Beam’s.

Now is the time to buy lamps. Beauti
ful jaiiips and so cheap at Arnold’s.
Lamp and globe, decorated, from (X)
cents to $10. Call and see them.

IF
You want

Coffee! CoILt! !
A first class coffee for 10 cents a pound
at Warner Miller’s.

to see the
best and
eas i e s t
running

Until March 15th, a discount ol 20
per cent, on all fancy china and cut
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.

CHURN

Fresh Oysters.
Fresh oysters in cans or bulk every
day at Warner W. Miller’s.

in
t h e market, go )
to

j

If you did not get in to see the open
ing display at E. O. Arnold’s, you
missed it. The pictures are worth see
Stop right here. Read this advertisement ing.

STOP!

It will interest you—unless you always go
Another lot of those rugs at $1.49,
barefooted—for it is about shoes—cheap worth $2 50. Secure one soon as they
shoes. Not cheap in quality, but cheap in don’tjlast long.
E. O. Arnoij).
price. Gladden your heart and relieve your
New Honey.
purse of anxiety by casting your eye over
Just received a fine lot of new white
these foot-rovering attractions:

clover honey only 15 cents a pound at
Warner W. Miller’s.

BOGARDOS & CO’B £

k

Bring your
shears and
have them
sharpened
free.

1

Men's felt boots and over
Do you know that you will find the
shoes, Si.50.
largest selection and much the best val
Men’s felt boots and
shoes, 12.

ues in cutlery, knives, forke and spoons,
Try one of their
butcher knives.

over etc., at Arnold’s?

Men’s buckle arctics, 85c.
Ladies' buckle arctics,65c.

Ficture Frames made to order at
Frank L. Beam’s
New things in dishes, pretty decora
tions and shapes and at lower price
than ever before. Have a look at them
at Arnold’s.

Men’s holiday slippers at
less price than ever sold
Beautiful carpets, newest styles,special
in this city.
patterns and at lowest prices. All wool
ingrain 37 cents. Don’t buy a carpet

Men’s embroidered slippers until you look at Arnold’s
50 cents to $1.
Window Shades at Beam’s.

Baby carriages in great variety; cele
Men’s duck snag overshoes
brated Whitney make. Best carriage
for felt boots cheaper made.
Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
than ever.

TABLETS TO (JIVE AWAY.
CALEIBARS TO GIVE AWAY.
BROKE CLOCKS AKD HAT R ACKS
TOOIYEWITII KO CASH TRADE.

R. S. HULL’S
One-Price Store.

Don’t forget that the finest line, larg
cst variety and lowest prices on Wall
Paper is at Arnold’s.
r

__ ____ _

Window shades in the new colors and
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold „
A special offer of solid oak curtain poles
at 25 cents in latest style small pole
See it.
____________ E, O. Arnold.

Monuments.
Superior workmanship and lowest
prices. 407 West Vine St.
Warner W. Miller, Prop.
Buy your Wall Paper now at Beam’s
clearing sale—2,000 rolls 35c wall paper
at 15 cents.

ARTICLES

1

We Havo to SELL
And What You Can Afford
to Buy.

CELLELOID TOILET wts,
G1AJVE and NECKTIE boxes.
PERFUME ATOMIZERS all
prices.
WAVED CRESS WARE in
JEWEL CASES, FERN DISH
ES and PHOTOGRAPH
Holders.
CUT GLASS BOTTLES, large
assortment.
PERFUMES,all the,ate and
popular odor-.
Finest CIGARS in the city,
all size boxes for Christmas
Presents.
Just received a fresh supply
nf I)EKLYN’S FINE CAN
DIES for Christmas. Give us
a call.

Craft &
Taugher
EAST SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE.
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JIA IN / MONDAYS.
A
DRESS FDR TEN CENTS.
Skeletons at Thermopylae.
It is a cttl*ious coincidence that what
To Save Himself From Death By Cop A Michigan Woman Tells How She How Undue r‘rfctnes8 is Disturbing
is believed to he skeletons of the fa
Life tn Philidelphia.
The bladder was created for one pur
per Poisoning.
Wheat Kilters the Winter Season in
Made an Old Dress Look Like New
mous 300 of Thermopylae have been un
pose,
namely, a receptacle for the
Itnd Conti it toil.
with Diamond Dyes, for Only Ten
earthed near that place, between the
[Philadelphia Pres?.]
[New York Sun.]
urine, and as much it is not liable to
If goodness of quality
Cents.
old barracks and the water mills. The
Philadelphia tn Mondays is some any form of disease except by one of
“Ho was a man of fairly healthy ap
and taste of selection
“Last fall 1 had a dress dyed at a dye thing like Padupola, Ceylon. The rain
The 1H97 Corn Crop is Above the b ines wero found in sarcophagi, con pearance, who at no time showed,
two ways. T[ic first way is from im
taining also coins, medals, vases and physically and mentally, signs of dissi shop,” writes',Mrs. A. L. Irion of Detroit, fall at Paupola last year amounted to perfect artion of tho kidneys. The sec
Average in Amount, But Much
goes with your Christ
ores. These relics of Leonidas have pation or excess, yet he kept himself Mich., "and paid $2.50 for the work. I 2751 inches, or over 23J feet.
is Not Prime
ond way is from carelessness of local
mas purchases you will
come to light at a humiliating moment constantly under the iullueuce of i could use only part of the goods, os
Philadelphia house-wives are in dis- treatment of other diseases.
"The enemy is
have
cause to feel proud
coming: To the fort
for their descendants.
liquor,” said Alden Preston, a traveling they were not al 1 of the same color. pair.- For seven consecutive Mondays
SAMPLE SENT I EEE.
Assistant Secretary Fleming, of the
for your lives!"
Now,
last
week
I
bought
a
package
of
salesman, speaking of a man whom he
of your gifts and your
it has raintd. From time beyond mem
When a wise man reUnhealthy urine from unhealthy kid
state board of agriculture, gave out the
ceives a plain warning
“I saw John McCorm- 1 Diamond Dyes for ten cents and dyed ory Monday has been washday. When neys is the chief cause of bladder trou
met
in
Chicago
friends will have cause
of danger, he does not following statement of the crop condiick often at the Leland House. He 1 a whole dress with it. The dress is just a housekeeper awakes on Monday bles. It is comforting to know that I)r.
wait to let it overtake
ions and prixlucts of the state based
Every expectant mother has had a Government contract for I lovely and the smallest pieces are as morning now and looks out the window
to feel proud of receiv
.him; he seeks every
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root fulfills every wish
* reasonable means to upon informatian received on the first
a trying ordeal to face. If she does not dredging in the lake, and stayed a the large ones, everything being an to ascertain the state of the weather,
ing them. Our line of
fight it off.
in quickly curing bladder and urinary
of the month. It says:
Disease would almost nev
great deal at this hotel, which wae even color.”
only
to
liind
that
rain
is
falling,
not
in
troubles.
It
corrects
frequent
calls,
ina

On November 1, the severe drouth
er get the best of the average
conveniently near bis work. After Ij It is not a[difficult task to dye with a gentle shower, but in a torrent or a bility to hold urine and scalding or Slippers,
man if he was prepared to that had prevailed for many weeks was
r— resist it, and took the natuhad got somewhat acquainted with him Diamond Dyes, for plain, simple steady drizzle, she utters an exclamation stinging pain in passing it, or bad effects
il precautions dictated by common sense.
broken, and during)the early part of the
I noted the regularity wilh which he directions on every package tell how that would shock the sensibilities of the followed use of liquor, wine or beer, and Ladies’ Fine Shoes,
When a man’s stomach and liver get up
month the weather conditions were fav
set and fail to do their regular work, he can
would go to the bar for a drink. His the dyes should be used. Many colors weather clerk, if he were possessed of over comes that unpleasant necessity of
be certain that something worse is bound to orable to a germination and growth of
tipple was always rum, and the driuk can be made with no more trouble than any. One housewife has declared that being compelled to get up many times Gents’ Dress Shoes
follow, if he doesn’t look out for himself.
heat and the result is an estimated im
Headaches, indigestion, biliousness and
Offer a most elegant present.
was a stiff one. After we had got furth it would be to wash the goods.
hereafter she will put the foiled clothes
constipation are simply Nature’s warnings provement of twelve points as compared
Do not risk your material with dyes to soak on Monday and save trouble at during the night to urinate. The mild
er along in onr acquaintance, he told
that the enemy of serious disease is coming with the estimate made on November 1,
and extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer’s
to attack him.
me the reason for his constant drink that claim to color both cotton and that by putting them out in the back Swamp-Root is soon realized. It stands
While some
The sensible thing to do is to immedi for the month of October.
wool
with
the
same
dye,
for
it
is
im

ing.
yard. She declares that all she will the highest fur its wonderful cures of
ately fortify the system with Dr. Pierce’s improvement is shown, the condition
Golden Medical Discovery. It vitalizes and
‘My life depends on it,’ he said. possible to get satisfactory results with need to do is to put the linen out—the the most distressing cases. It you need
invigorates the entire constitution. It helps of wheat at this time is still thirtyseven
The rum counteracts the poison of a dyes of that character. In Diamond rain will do the rest.
the liver to filter out all bilious impurities.
Everything in our store fs spic and span,
a medicine you should have the best.
points ,below a fair average condition
fresh from the manufacturer. What’s here
It gives the digestive and nutritive organs
copper bullet that I carry in my body. Dyes, there are special dyes for wool,
But the housewives are not the only At druggists fitly cents and one dollar.
is just tht' style, with a tit as close as the
power to extract nourishment from the food and will not go into winter in a suf
get ready for it
and
they
are
all
guaranteed
to
give
king of misers and delightful as a honey
An Indian in Central America shot me
and turn it into rich, red, healthy blood. It
ficiently vigorous condition to withstand
there is no telling
moon. The finest park In the world doesn't
satisfaction, if used according to ones who are disgruntled by rainy Mon You may have a sample bottle and
creates appetite, good digestion, and solid,
five
years
ago.
I
was
one
of
a
party
of
make a pleasanter walk than our shoes. It’s
days. The theater managers are be pampiilet, both sent free by mail. Men
what toay happen
freezing and thawing. A favorable win
muscular strength.
directions.
as pleasant as a crisp winter day to wear
Americans
prospecting
for
minerals
in
It is far superior to the mere temporary ter, with considerable snow protection is
our shoes, which adapt themselves to the
Child-birth is full
ginning to tear their hair. If the pres tion the Banner and send your address
stimulus of malt-extracts. It is better than
feet as comfortably as only shoes made by
of uncertainties it a wild region that we had entered
ent
conditions
prevail
much
longer
they
to
Dr.
Kilmer
A
Co.,
Binghamton,
N.
Y.
the b< st makers can.
cod liver oil emulsions because it is assimi required to protect and advance the
W. E. Jackson, a Cincinnati, Hamil
against
the
advice
of
friends
who
knew
lated by the weakest stomach.
plant toward anything like a fair aver Nature is not given proper assistance.
ton and Dayton brakeman had his ri^ht will probably tear the hair of the weath The proprietor of this paper guarantees
rarker'r 23XCXT SZXXTO•• Alton! fifteen years ago" writes Mr. John Mc
the country. The ruditns of that region hand mashed while making a coupling er man. A great deal depends upon a the genuineness of this offer.
age prospect.
Michael. editor of the Plattsburg, (Mo.) header.
Is
a
special
made to our own order. It is
were fighters, and were bound that no at Cridersville.
” I was in very poor health, had tto appetite, wns
crowded house the first night. A large
warranted to out-wear any shoe in the city.
sluggish, and so lifeless it seemed impossible for
This is the first report of the year es
white
man
should
settle
or
work
in
me to do anything that required effort. Every fall
After using a 10 cent trial size of audience inspires the actors to do their
timating tiie corn crop in bushels. While is the best help you can use at this time. their country. They had firearms, and
and spring this ill-health seemed to affect me par
H.
CLAY
PARKER,
ticularly. A friend advised me to use I)r. Pierce’s
Ely
’s Cream Balm you will he sure to very best, and the success or failure of
PRGFESSillWL CARDS.
many counties show a fair average pro It is a liniment, and when regularly ap for bullets used copper’ nuggets that
Golden Medical Discovery asserting that it would
an
engagement
not
infrequently
de

THE NEW CASH SHOE MAN,
buy the 50 cent size. Cream Balm has
restore me to perfect health, and make ’ a new duction, there are also many that show plied several months before baby comes,
they found in the beds of the streams
man ' of me. Finally he induced me to try the
Corner Main and Vine.
medicine. I weighed at the time about 115 lbs.
from a poor to a medium product. it makes the advent easy and nearly pain and hammered out round. When they no equal in curing catarrh and cold in pends upon the spirit, or lack of spirit,
1 used several bottles, and upon quitting it
in the first performance. It is a rule,
head.
Ask
your
druggist
for
it
or
send
less.
It
relieves
and
prevents
"
morning
This
uneven
distribution
of
the
crop
i6
weighed 175 lbs. Since thnt time my weight has
jumped us three ot our party of se/en
too, that a large attendance at the open
varied from this to 195 pounds.
in a great measure due to the season. sickness,” relaxes the overstrained mus got away, I carrying this bullet in my 10 cents to us.
W. E. GRANT,
>> >>
A sure and permanent cure for constipa
ing meeting means big houses for the
cles, relieves the distended feeling, short
ELY
BROS.,
56
Warren
St.,
N.Y.City.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
The
crop
was
late
in
being
planted
and
tion is Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. One "Pellet’’
back.
rest
of
the
week,
while
a
small
house
to
ens
labor,
makes
recovery
rapid
and
cer
FFICE
Rooms
1
and
2,
Banning
Build

I
suffered
from
Catarrh
three
years;
it
ia a gentle laxative, two a mild cathartic.
the condition of the soil during the
ing, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
“ ‘There was no doctor in the country got so bad I could not work; I used start with is generally followed by still
tain without any dangerous after-effects
----- ---------- —- - planting season was not good and con
oct31 tf
Mother’s Friend is good for only one where we were that I could trust to t vo bottles of Ely’s Cream Balm and smaller ones. About the only persons
Burglars forced an entrance to the siderable had to be replanted. Taking
To Sell, Purchase or Rent
Oincinnati and Muskingum Valley Rail
purpose, viz.: to relieve motherhood of extract the bullet, but the wound healed am entirely well: I would not be with who are not grumbling about the rainy
road Depot, at Dresden, blew open the the state as a whole there is, however, a danger and pain.
A. K. McINTIKK,
after a fashion. Before I got back to out it.—A. C. Clarke, 341 Shawmut Mondays are the Chinese laundrymen.
safe and secured $12.50 of the com fairly good crop of corn, compared with
Land
or Houses ?
$1 dollar per bottle at all drug stores, or sent New York, whicli I reached as soon as Ave., Boston.
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
pany’s money.
series of years. It is estimated to be by mail on receipt of price.
LAW.
“
A Large Lobster.
Fhek Books, containing valuable informa I could, I had suffered a great deal
If so, call .on or address
about twenty-seven million bushels tlon for women, will be sent to any address
At Pickwelltown, Al Shriver and
FFICE opposite the Court House. Mt.
[New Haven Union]
from copper poisoning but had made
Do You Feel Run Down.
I8jan91
Vernon, Ohio.
short of the crop of 1896, but that crop Upon application to
Bert Shafer got into a fight in which
The largest lobster that has been seen
the discovery that rum was an antidote Shriver was struck over the head several
TUB BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
If you nro miserable, feel run-down was an extraordinarily large one; it is
Atlanta, (la.
to the verdigris that constantly was times with a club. Shafer was frrest- in New Haven in years weighed 28
and.b-»ve no energy, take that great only about four million bushels short of
pounds and was very old. It reposed W. C. Cooper.
forming in my body, and that I could ed.
Frank Moore
MT. VERNON. OHIO.
OFFICE IN COOPER BLOCK
NO BICYCLE fob queen.
invigorator, Dr. John W. Bull’s Pills. the crop of 1895. The production of
in a dish and was kept cool by pieces of
be comfortable as long os I kept my
The
demurrer
of
the
state
to
the
plea
COOPER & MOORE.,
corn
the
present
year
exceeds
the
aver

“Mrs. Jennie Black, of Angola, Ind.,
self half full of this liquor. The bes in abatement made by Dr. B. G. Inman, ice. The lobster was alive and lazily
TTORNEYS AT LAW. Office 112
Main street, Mt. Veruon. O,
writes that many of her acquaintances age product for a number of years pre Tl»c Dutch Privy Council Declines to physicians in America have advised me indicted for illegal practice, has been moved its great claws. The lobster was
Ket Williclinina Rule
vious
to
1895.
As
to
quality
it
is
not
all
by Judge Clark in the Darke shipped from New London, having been
speak very highly of the pills and so
not to risk the operation of havj«g the sustained
County Common Pleas Court. The de
does she.. She took Dr. Bull’s Pills as a prime, considerable is rated as unmer
bullet extracted as blood poisoning would fendant will be tried on the indictment brought to the latter place in one of the
[London Telegraph.] -»
‘HE THAT WORKS EASILY, WORKS
E. C. BEGGS,
tonic, and they did her much good.” chantable.
, fishing smacks.
While Queen Wilhelmina was with her be very liable to follow it. So I still December 13.
SUCCESSFULLY.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH
The estimate yield of clover seed and mother recently in Vienna she became carry tho copper bullet in my body and
Dr.JohnW. Bull’s Pills (sixty in a box)
ENTAL SURGEON Office in Arnold
block, corner of Ea&t High street and
cost but 25 cts.; trial box,lOcts.,at deal of potatoes is pratically the same as re passionately fond of bicycling, and take this remedy for its bad effects.
Monument dquaie. Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
ers, or by mail. A. C. Moyer & Co., ported last month. Potatoes are only brought home a splendid machiue.
“ ‘How much rum should you guess
ephone—New company—Residence, 167; of
fice,
191.
about
half
crop,
and
clover
seed
an
un
Balto., Md. Leave substitutes alone.
8he enjoyed the sport for a time in that I drink in a day and every day? A
usually large yield.
quart?
Two
quarts?
Try
again.
the royal garden, and then her mother
At Nelsonville sneak thieves enlcred
The following estimates represent was seized with harrowing scruples as Double that. Never less than a gallon
t. It. Houck,
John Reynolds’ saloon and robbed the
condition or prospect of crops, as report to whether it was in accordance with of Santa Cruz, Jamaica or New England
till of a sack containing $100.
TTORNEY-AT-LA
W. Office in Reg
WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY
They have stood the test of years.
ed to the department by its regular propriety for the Queen to ride a wheel. rum, according as I find one or another
ie
and have cured thousands ol
street, Mt. V’ernon, O. Rooms 2 and 3
corps ol township correspondents, re She submitted her doubts to the Queen, the best brand to be found at the place
cases of Nervous Diseases, such Tin f*e_
as
Debility, Dizziness, Sleepless-.J
Secoud fioor.
' li on
ports being received December 1st and who laughed at the idea and declined to where I chance to be. A pretty stiff
ness and Varicocele,Atrophy,&c- a
•v«ry
They
clear the brain, strengthen "
allowance of grog to work on, you’d
vrapper. covering every county and nearly every relinquish her wheel.
the circulation, make digestion]
perfect, and impart a beaithy^H
township in the state:
The matter was therefore referred to think, but it just keeps me right
vigor to the whole being. All drains and losses are checked permanently. Unless paiiei.ts
PHYSICIANS.
At Youngstown Thomas Edmonds
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into Insanity, Consumption or Death^^V
Wheat—Condition compared with an the Privy Council, which was especially Those dredges out in the lake are mine,
Mailed sealed. Price $1 per box: 6 boxes, with iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund
the slayer of John Haley, of Niles, was average, 63 per cent.
and
every
scoopful
of
mud
that
comes
will
enter
the
coming
year
prepared
to
give
to
the
reading
public
that
which
has
made
it
famous
for
summoned to consider it. Tiie Council
money,
$5.00. Send for free book,
the pa st quarter "f a century—contributions Irom the pens of the great literary men and women of the
sentenced to the penitentiary for life.
up
means
20
cents
in
my
pocket,
so
It
deliberated
the
question
very
carefully
w
irl.l,
illustrated
by
leading
artists.
A
brief
glauce
over
its
prospectus
announces
such
reading
as
Wheat—Crop of 1897, sold since
For
Sale
by F. B. Tissot, Successor toll. M. Green.
r e. r egg lesi on.
OUR PACIFIC PROSPECT
and exhaustively, and finally concluded can afford to drink some. It’s time ’for )
u.
threshing, 45 per cent.
Try Graln-O!
Try Graln-O!
Office and Residence, 118 East Gambier
)
rntMEtTS FOB A XlfAKAOrAS CAXAt
TIIE COBBEBCIAL IHFOBTAXCB OF AS ISTUX1A5 CAXAl
Wheat—Damage to growing crop by that such recreation was incompatible me to take my medicine again. Wilj )
street, Mt. Veruon, Ohio.
11, H-». DA VID Tl’RPtB
Bf WORTHINGTON C. FORD
Ask your grocer to show you a pack
you join me this time? It’s not bad to ) EASTERN SIBZRIA AMI TIIE PACIFIC
THE DEVELOPMENT OF OCR PACIFIC DOMAIN
Office Hours— 2 to4p.ni.
with the dignity of the throne.
age of GRAIN O, the now fo^d drink Hessian tly, 2 per cent.
B) STEPUEX BOXSAL
Bf CHARLES F. LUMXIS
Telephone calls--H£>me company, No. 169
thnt takes the place of coffee. The
It also based its objection to the swallow.’ ”
)
Corn—Estimated area for 1897, 2,750,Bell
company, No. 32.
RODEN’S CORNER—THE NOVEL OF THE YEAR
children may drink it without injury
) by HttMRY Sbtox Merriman,author of “The Sowers." Striking novelties in short fiction will
Queen’s riding on the risk she ran of
039
acres.
well as the adult. All who try it, like
be contributed by such authors as W. D. Howells, Richard Harding Davis, Brander Matthews,
HOTEL SCOW.
Corn—Average yield per acre, 38.67 being injured. The Council concluded
it. GRAIN O has that rich seal brown
) 1- rederic Reiningto.i, Ruth McEnery Stuart, and others. There will be a series of articles on
K. CON A RD, M. D.
to
implore
her
Gracious
Majesty
not
to
bushels.
of Mocha or Java, but it is made from
» TH • PROGRESS 0? SCIENCE EUROPE, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ART AND THE DRAMA
Vessel
For
the
Yukon
To
Become
Ail
.XIES
AN
3
NAVIES
STUDIES
IN
AMERICAN
SOCIETY
AMERICAN
CHARACTER
SKETCHES
pure grains, and the ni >et delicate stom
Corn—Total estimated product for expose her precious life to this danger.
Homeopathic Physician and 8urgeon.
l
Postage free to alt suitertiers in the United States, Canadaf and Mexico.
ach receives it without distress. | the 1897, 92,608,123 bushels.
Hostlery in Winter.
Office in the Woodward Block. Resi
The Queen pouted, but obeyed, and ac
>
Styles to suit all writers,all stationers havethen,
$
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SHORT FICTION
The attorney’s advice was then solicited, bank and used as a lodging house. It
bottles free at G. R. Baker & Son’s drug
In addition to the three long serial stories, the publication of which will continue duiing the e tire
JAPAN’S NAVY.
year,
there
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short
stories
of
every
kind, of which it is only possible to mention a few titles I.ere.
store. Regular size 50 cents and $1.00.
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view Japan’s activity in navy building
Nicholas Stein, a druggist at Arling
PRIZE COMPETITIONS
DEPARTMENTS
Editor’s Table. Stamps and Coins. Photography
Short Stories. Sketching. Fbote(,rcphy
ton, made an a-s'gnment for the bene wilh amazement. A generation ago
10 Cents a Mnmier (Send for Free Prospectus). Subscription, (1.00 a I or.
fit of his creditors. Liabilities, $1,200; she had literally no navy. Even atllie
Postage free in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
assets. S'.MMi.
beginning of the last war with China
her modern equipment was confined
CA.STOniJV.
almost exclusively to a half dozen unTbs f»e1 Is 09
ilailo
armond cruisers—the best of their class,
every
signature
VT»pp»
to be sure—and 15 gunboats. The war
Of
brought many substantial additions to
John A. Trscht. who escaped from her navy, and now she has no les3 than
the Toledo State Hospital last Friday 48 sea going vessels in commission, in
night, arrived home in Galion Sunday
morning, having walked the entire dis- cluding two firr-t-class battlo ships of
tadee. He is over 60 years old.
12,800 tons each. These figures are not
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so imposing, absolutely considered, ex
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cept
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an
evidence
of
quick
growth;
pleasant to take, positively harmless Io
able Hop aftertaste.
It is the
tho most delicate constitution, and but the additional modern war vessels
MP, VjSRNON.
OHIO,
absolutely sure to cure tho nirwi th.it Japan is building in England., Ger
obstinate cough or cold. A household many and the United States are of such
boon.
Moll nil the Patent JHetfl-Mn
magnitude and excellent construction
i
(Tlte Ne Plus Ultra)
that
Mr.
Charles
A.
Cramp,
our
own
I«lvertlued In thin Paper.
Luoille Dyson, a five-year-old daught
a thoroughly up-to-date periodical for women, will enter upon its
0
thirty-first volume in 1898. During the year it will be as heretofore
er of Thomas Dyson, was fatally injured famous shipbuilder, pronounces Japan’s
by a railroad train at Akron.
A MIRROR OF FASHION
progress to be more notable than that
Of all Winter Drinks. On draught at
Paris and New York Each issue will contain carefully pre
of any other country in the world, ex
pared drawings of the advauce fashions
Fashions
If you feol weak, dull and discourag
of Paris and New York. Once a month
A Colored Fashion the Bazar will issue, free, a colored
ed you will find a bottle of Hood’s cept England.
fashion supplement. Cut paper patterns
Supplement
Sarsaparilla will do you wonderful
of certain gowns in each number will be
,s,
Tolerance At The Seaside.
Cut Paper Patterns made a feature. These will be sold in
good.
T. W. Higginson

At Kent Richard BI)’, aged 6,), was
run over by a switch engine in the Erie
yards and ii.&lauily killed.
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HARPERS ROVND TABLE

LONDON, CANADA,

CREAM - ALE

PURE, WHOLESOME,

NUTRITIOUS and

DRINK,

DELICIOUS

DRUGGISTS

HEALTHIEST AND BEST

. DR. MOTT’S

[Atlantic City Cor. Philadelphia Record.]

At Akron, James Winkfield, who had
A pretty girl from the West who had
ho’h arms taken off by a railroad
never
“been in” before made her friends
engine a week ago, died. A post-mor
tem showed that death was not caused laugh this morning. Her taut little
by the accident, hut by heart disease.
gown made them take her first excla
mation seriously. At the first bit of a
All affections of the scalp, such as wave came “Oh! I got my foot wet!”
sores, eczema, dandriff, baldness, and It was really funny, perhaps,becauee she
falling hair, can be cured or prevented had been talking of “going in” so much
by the timeiy use of Hall's Hair Renew*
and so enthusiastically. If one didn’t
or.
know where “they were at” it would be
A t Lima, the two-year-old daughter a bit phasing to have a friend—a man
of Henry Frail was frightfully burned
by drinking carbolic acid. Her re friend at that—come up and ask if one
bad bathed yet. But here one gets used
covery is doubtful.
to everything, until one doesn’t even
No need to suffer with rheumatism, turn an eyelash when a young woman
lumbago, neuralgia, cramps or colic. calmly calls a halt, and, having found
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil cures all such
some little elevation upon which to
troubles, and does it quickly.
put an extra kink into a shirking garter.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Tiie young man, under the circum
Arthur Campbell, of South Perry, was stances, simply stands a foot or so
lying in its cradle near the fire when a distant and looks his sympathy.
spark set its clothing in Hanies. I’s death
is expected hourly.
West-bound second Baltimore & Ohio
The one-year-old son of Frank Grant
died in terrible agony at Lima. A cup freight No. 86, Engineer Higgs and Con
containing coal oil was given the child ductor Kuhn, was derailed near Dillon’B
Falls Saturday morning. Three cais
to drink, it being mistaken for water.
jumped the track, tearing up the road.
Tilden Mazelin sued William H.
Mead, of Newark,for $2l,500f $10,000 tor
defamation of character and the balance
for false imprisonment. Mazelin was
recently acquitted on the charge of
highway robbery.

■Jkcu}*

At Warren the Andrews & Hitchcock
No. 2 Furnace at Hubbard resumed
work in full having been thoroughly
repaired. The strike at the Matter
Furnace in Girard is over and work was
started at a 10 per cent, advance in
wages.
KEY’S CJRKAM BALM is a posltlvemre.
Apply Into the nostrils. It la qnlckly absorl>ed. 60
cents at Dniggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BKOTIIEKS, 60 Warren SL, New York City.

S CURE FOR J

ES WHERE AIL ELSE FAILS.

Best Cough Syrup. Tax tea Uo«m1. Use |
In time. Sold by druggists.

CONSUMPTION

•

At McArthur Judge Coultrap sen
tenced John Canady and Elmer Hutch
ison to the penitentiary for seven and
three years, respectively, for criminally
assaulting a girlI under II
16 years of age.

At Findlay John Foster, a member of
the notorious Lowry gang, of Cleveland,
was sentenced to one year in tiie- peni
tentiary for burglarizing the drugstore
of Dr. King at Mt. Cory last Call.

WEAK, NERVOUS, DISEASED MEN
(3

with each issue at a uniform
A Bi-Weekly Pattern connection
price. The Bazar w-ill also publish bi
Sheet
weekly, free, an outline pattern sheet.

250,000 CURED IN 20 YEARS.

GUARANTEED OR NO PAY!
FOR A CASE WE
CANNOT CURE OF I
SELF-ABUSE, EfllSSlONS, VARICO-I
CELE, CONCEALED DRAINS, STRICT
URE GLEET, SYPHILIS, STUNTED
PARTS, LOST A1ANH00D, IMPOTENCY, NERVOUS DEBILITY, UNNATURAL DISCHARGES, ETC.

$1000 IN GOLD

Z '*

The New Method Treatment is the I
Greatest Discovery of the Age
A SEBVOU8 WRECK.

FOR CURIMG THESE DISEASES!

William I!1 ck

LONG SERIALS AND SHORT STORIES
Two famous authors w ill contribute long
WILD EELEN
serial stories to the Bazar in 189S. The
Bj> HTLLIAU BLACK
first deals with Scotch and Continental ]
RAGGED
LADY
scenes, the second is a story of a young |
girl, versatile, and typically American. I By IF. D. HOIFE1.LR
These and a score of other equally
Mary E. Wilkins
prominent writers will contribute
Octave Thanet
short stories to the Bazar in 1898,
H. P. Spofford
making the {taper especially rich in
Katharine L>e Forest
M. S. Briscoe
fiction.

I

1
Mary E. Wilki ns

DEPARTMENTS AND SPECIAL ARTICLES
OUR PARIS LETTER

THE LONDON LETTER

By KATHARINE DE FOREST

By Mrs. FOUL TNEY B1C.ELOIF

W. D. Howella

$
5

HUMOR

CLUB WOMEN
By MARGARET H. IfELCH

By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS

There will be a series of articles on Etiquette, Music, the
Voice, Art, the Play, Women and Men, leaders among Women,
Gardening, Housekeeping, Life and Health, Indoor Details, etc.
10c, a Copy (Send for Free Prospectus) Sub.. $4 a Year
Postage free in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Address HARPER & BROTHLRS. Publishers. New York City

.....................

YOU HAVE SEMINAL

OSS. KENNEDY & KERGAN,i)

-tot-

PENNYROYAL PILLS
and take no other. Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

Agents for Mt. Vernon and

adjacent

towns.

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Sold bv Ed. Dover West Side Public Square.

WEAK ME.NSND WOMEN.

THE FRANCE TREATMENT
WILL M7UAE YOU STRONG.

OLDEST! MOST RELIABLE! BEST EQUIPPED !
during 1898 will present to its readers a faithful pictorial repre
sentation of the world’s most interesting and important news.

Our long experience, remarkable skill, and universal success for the past
eighteen years in Ohio, entitles us to the full confidence of the afflicted.
E treat and cure Medical aud Surgical Diseases, Catarrh, Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat and ’Lvngs, Stomach, Kidneys, Diver, Skin, Blood,
Syphilis, Bladder, Nervous, Chronic, Female aud bexual Diseases speedily
cured by treatment that lias never failed ia thousands of cases that had been pro
nounced beyond hope. We have perfected the rt ost successful method in curing
Vital Drain in Urine, Nocturnal Dosses, Itupai t-d Memory, Melancholy, Want of
Energy, Premature Decline of th« '8r “I '.‘ewers—those terrible disorders arising
from ruinout practices cf youth, reuucring marriage unhappy, annually sweeping
to an untimely grave thousandsof exalted talent and brilliant intellect. It costs no
.more to employ an expert, than to risk your life with an inexperienced physician.

ID

National and Inter-} The Weekly will continue to participate
national Politics t >n the great political events of our coutiSocial and Economic i ,r>- *' wil1 ,reat of ,he social and ec°r.iiArilnne
) ““"’•c questions, and of the development
.
, i 1c ,
1
■
l',e ni'4d!e west. Its special correI ndustrial Enterprise spondent in the Klondike region will trace
Art and Literature (the story of the great gold discoveries.

LONG SERIALS AND SHORT STORIES

No. 143 EUCLID AVE.I
CLEVELAND, O.

F, J D’ARCEh MANAGER

THE FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

THE LEWS THAT BECOMES HISTORY

SYPHILIS is the most prevalontand most serious
I BLOD i disease. It sap9 the very llfo blood of tho
victim and unless ontlrelyeradlcated from thesysHEREDITARY BLOOD DISX.V'K.
tera will alToct the offspring. Beware of Mercury.
It only suppresses tho symptoms-our NEW ME I HOD positively cures it for ever.
YO Nd OR ' -IDJLE-AGED MAN—Y’ou’vo led a gay life, or indulged in ttiu follies I
I of youth. Self-abuse or later excesses have broken down your s--ben. You feel the
symptoms stealing over you. Mentally, physically an I sexually you ar • not tic man
you used to be or should be. Lustful practices cap rich harvests. Y.'iil y >u heed the
I danger signals.
n A n HI Are you a victim? nave you lo9t hope? Are you contemplating marriage?
'« ' ft” I) ’ Hasyour blood been diseased? Have youany weakness? Our Now Method
I Treatment will cure'you. What it lias done for others it will do for you. Consultation
Free. No matter who has treated vr,u, write for an honest opinion Tree of Charge.
Charges reasonable. Books Free.—"The Golden Monitor’’(lllustratodl. on Diseases of |
Men. Inclose postage. 2 cents. Sealed. B.«ik on "Diseases of Women” Free.
grt'NO NAMES USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT. PRIVATE. No medicine sent C.O D. I
[ No names on boxes or envelopes. Everyth ng confidential. Question list and cost of Treat-1
; ment. FREE.
_______________

Mt. V’ernon, Ohio.

G to 12 Vine St,

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Espe
cially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for
□ok. Mom?’s

38 & 40 W. Gay SL, COLUMBUS, 0. One Block N. of State House. ESTABLISHED 1836.

[f-o?

HAS YOUR BLOOD BEEN DISEASED?

Vernon

•HE CELEBRATED FRANCE TREATMENT IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY MANY, INCLUDING PROMINENT PHYSICIANS OF EUROPE AS
WELL AS AMERICA, AS BEING THE MOST COMPLETE AND SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT KNOWN TO THE MEDICAL WORLD,
FOR DISEASES OF MEN AND WOMEN. THE CURE IS EFFECTED BY HOME TREATMENT—ENTIRELY HARMLESS.

WEAKNES
■

Jit.

Consultation Kree am( Strictly Conlidcnlial at the Curtis Boise, Mt. Vernon, Monday, lleeemlter 27, from 9 a. in. to S p. in.
Octave Thanet

Thousands of young and middle aged men nro annually swept to a premature
grave through EARLY INDISCRETIONS. EX
S-.C-. AND
LOGO DISEASES. If
you have any of the following symptoms i nim ilt us before It is P.o 1 Lie. Are veil ner1 vous and weak, despondent and’gloomy, speeds before the eyes with dirk circles under
them, weak back, kidneys irritable, palpitateui of the It-art. ba-li' il. dreams and
losses, sediment in urine, pimples on tli • faee. eyes sunken, hollow i-heeks. careworn
©Mpresslon, poor memory, lifeless, distrustful, la -k energy and strength, tic d morn
ings, restless nights, changeable moods, weak manhood, stunted organs aud prema-|
| turo decay, bono pains, hair loose, soro throat etc.

OUR NEW METHOD THEATMENT alone can
I cure you, and make a man of you. Under Its In tinence tho brain becomes active, the blood purifled
so that all pimples, blotches and ulcers disappear;
tho nerves become strong as steel, so that nervous
ness, bashfulness and despondency disappear;
the eyes becomo bright, the face full and clear,
energy returns to tho body, and the moral, physical
and sexual systems are Invigorated; ali drains
cease—no more vital waste from tho system. Tho
various organs boeomo natural and manly. You
fool yourself a man and know mnrrlage cannot bo
a failure. Wo invite all tho afillcted to consult us
confidentially and freo of charge. Don’t let quacks
| and fakirs rob you of your hard earned dollars.
Il'e will cure you or no pay.
t

5

Tiie

TIIE RED AXE
Two long serials will appear during the ,
Bf S. R. CROCKETT
year, contributed by authors of inter-!
TIIE
ASSOCIATE!!
MEItMITS
national fame, and will l>e illustrated. 1 Bf FRAXK R. STOCKTON

Owen Wister
Howard P)lj
John Kendrick Eangs
f.'ary E.VJilkins

ALL CURABLE CASES GUARANTEED.
Our Guarantee Is thi: best tlutt can be given,
being secured by a capital o£ $300,000.

iThese and a score of equally prominent
’ writers will contribute short stories to the
WitRKt.vin itfc/8,making the paperespeicially rich in fiction. Other features arc the

THE FRANCE SYSTEM OF LOCAL TREATMENT
WITH OUR MEDICATED PAD FOR MEN

DEPARTMENTS AND SPECIAL ARTICLES
THIS BUSY WORLD

FOREIGN NOTES

Bf E S. MARTIN

Bf POULTNEY BIGELOW

LETTERS FROM LONDON

AMATEUR SPORT

Bf ARNOLD trniTK

is positively the most complete and snccessful known
for weak and undeveloped organs. Spermatorrhea
Vital Drain in Urine, Seminal Weakness, Varicocele,
Premature Decline of the Manly Powers, and all con
ditions, arising from excess and secret vices.

Bf CASPAR WHITNEY

A SPORTING PILGRIMAGE AROUND THE WORLD
In the interest of the WebkLV.Caspar Whitney is on his way around
the world. He w ill visit Siam in search of big game, making his
principal hunt from Bangkok: He will visit India and then proceed
to Europe to prepare articles 0:1 the sports of Germany and France.
1 c. a cofy (sendfor free frosfeetns). Subscription F-00 a year.
Postagefree in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Address II.UU’HK A ItltOTIlKltS, Publishers, Xcw York lily

TREATMENT BY CORRESPONDENCE.
Write for book of 100 pages and list of 500 questions. Correspondence,
names published without the written consent of the patieut. C A

Ileory James

DlR.FRJmCE S- CO.,
ConsiillatioH Free, awl Strictly Confidential at

IMPORTANT TO WOMEN.
After years of experience, we have discover
greatest cure known for diseases
"
sex. Female diseases positively cu
method. The cure is effected by
Entirely harmless and easily

FREE EXAMINATIO!
Each person apply ii
fseud-W bring froni,
first in the m
careful che

